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M6804 MCU Family 
Introduction and Features 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
MOTOROLA has evolved a large and comprehensive family of microprocessors from the original M6800 
family through to the M68CXXl16-bit family (see figure 1-1). The introduction of the M6804 family marks 
another major milestone in the growth of our range. 
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Figure 1.1. Performance Summary Geneology of a Cohesive Microprocessor Family 

Advanced Design 

Prior to the introduction of the computer-based architecture of single chip microcomputers all 4-bit 
MCU's and most 8-bit MCU's were evolved from a calculator base. These calculator-based, control-orien
tated microprocessors have the disadvantage of using a split memory architecture containing separate 
data paths between the CPU and peripherals (memory, or I/O registers), which forces the inclusion of 
many special purpose instructions and results in an irregular architecture. 
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D 
The advanced computer-based design of the M6004 family means that the devices contain a single data 
bus so that all I/O. program and data may be accessed with the same instruction, therefore, there are 
fewer instructions to remember. The actual number of unique instructions is increased by a variety of 
addressing modes which define how an instruction can access any data required for the operation. 

Cost Versus Performance 
Whilst the M6005 family provides the most cost effective solution for the mid-range control orientated 
microprocessor market. there are applications where the lower cost of a 4 bit MCU is required. By using 
ingenuity. MOTOROLA have managed to lower the cost without sacrificing performance. Some of the 
methods used in achieving this goal are: 

• SMALL DIE SIZE - By processing the 8 bit variables serially we have reduced the number of con
nections and hence the die size below that of most 4 bit machines. 

• SELF TEST - The extensive on-chip self test routine as pioneered on the 6805 family reduces test 
time and also helps customers by allowing easy incoming inspection without the large capital outlay 
of a LSI tester. A simple and inexpensive go/no go field test can also be performed. 

• SOFlWARE COMPATIBILITY - Close similarity with 6f!iJJ/6005 software ensures that engineers 
familiar with programming on these machines can quickly adapt to programming 6804. It also 
means that only one development system is required for both low-end (6004) and midrange (6805) 
projects, with the ability to change from one processor to the other half way through a project with
out excessive delay. 

These features allow us to offer you, for the first time, 8 bit processing at a 4 bit price. 

MC6805P2 MC6804P2 

Figure 1.2. Die Comparison of MC 6806P2 and MC 6804P2 (Same Scale) 
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1.2 FAMilY FEATURES 
1.2.1 M6804 Architecture 

One of the principle design objectives of the M6804 family was to reduce die size due to ItS effect on pro
duct cost Figure 1-2 illustrates the difference in size between the MC6804P2 and MC6805P2. Whilst the 
latter device reqUIres considerable die area for the ALU, I/O ports, and interconnection buses, the most 
signifir.Ant c:ontribut!o~ on the ~,,~C6804P2 COllieS hOITI ROrvi dliU RAivi. 
This is a direct result of the novel architectural approach used in which the M6804 processes 8-blt var
Iables senally, one bit at a time. This inherently provides several major advantages In the quest to reduce 
die size' 

1. Instruction data buses to RAM and I/O are 1-bit rather than 8-blt wide 

2. The ALU reduces to a one bit adder with the register storage relegated to RAM locations In place of 
dedicated latches 

3. The program counter is 12 bits long and incremented by another one bit adder 

4. RAM is implemented as pseudo-static, i.e. it uses compact dynamic RAM cells refreshed dunng the 
serial processing cycle. In the CMOS version however static cells are used to allow a power-down mode 
to be implemented 

5. Since the programmer's register set (accumulator, X and Y registers) is Implemented as RAM loca
tions, many Instructions need not be implemented as opcodes directly In the ALU but as implied instruc
tions. For example, the assembler, on recognizing BMI ( Branch if Minus), Inserts the code for BRSET 7, 
$FF (Branch if bit 7 set location $FF) where location $FF corresponds to the accumulator. 

All members of the M6805 HMOS and CMOS family are designed around a common core which con
sists of CPU, Timer, Oscillator, ROM (EPROM), Control section (for interrupt and reset), and a variable 
amount of I/O lines This versatile common core design philosophy has already provided many different 
M6805 family deVices In a very short time. The same successful approach has been taken In the deSign of 
the M6804 family 

1.2.2 Instruction set 

The instruction set used with M6804 family is specifically designed for byte-efficient program storage. 
Byte efficiency enables a maximum amount of program function to be implemented within a finite 
amount of on-chip ROM Improved ROM efficiency allows the M6804 family to be used In applications 
where other processors might not perform the task in the available ROM space, or more features may be 
included in applications where ROM space is more than adequate In some cases the user might wish to 
include programs for more than one application In such cases the appropnate program could be 
selected by the power-up initialization program The ability to nest subroutines, the addition of true bit 
test and bit manipulation instructions, the multi-function instructions, and the versatile addreSSing modes, 
all contribute to byte efficiency 
Superficial comparisons of the number of bytes per instruction for the M6804 family compared to other 
machines in this class may be very misleading. A simple M6804 instruction occupying 2 or 3 bytes 
accomplishes as much real programming work as several single byte instructions, or a subroutine, would 
accomplish in many other processors 
The bit test and bit manipulation instructions permit the programmer to. 

branch on bit set 
branch on bit clear 
set bit 
clear bit 

These instructions operate 0", any individual bit in the first 256 address spaces (page zero). As such, the 
bit m{lnipulations access I/O pins, RAM bits, and ROM bits. 

1.2.3 Adressing Modes 
One of the chief measures of the effectiveness of a computer architecture is its ability to access data. The 
M6804 has several major memory addressing modes. They include immediate, direct short direct regis
ter indirect bit-test-direct and bit-direct 
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D 
The register indirect addressing mode replaces the indexed addressing mode as it is known on the 
M6805 family It permits access to conversion tables and data tables located in the Data Space. The use 
of tables is an important tool in controller type applications In the Register Indirect addressing mode. the 
operand is at the address (in data space) pointed to by the contents of one of the indirect registers (X or 
Y). 
Efficient addressing methods are coupled with instructions which manipulate memory without disturbing 
the program registers Thus. RAM may be used for the same functions that other processors use general 
purpose registers (increment. decrement. complement etcl The M6804 family members have a very 
versatile.. efficient. and easy-to-use I/O structure. All microcomputer 1j0 function registers are memory 
mapped into the first 10 processor addresses. Advantage is thus taken of the efficient addressing modes. 
the many memory reference instructions. and the use of RAM (or I/O registers) as general purpose regis
ters. 
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Figure 1.3. Hardware Functional Blocks Common to All M6804 Family Members 

1.2.4 Common Core of M6804 Family 

Every M6804 family microcomputer contains hardware common to all versions. plus a combination of 
options unique to a particular version. Fig. 1-3 depicts the hardware functional blocks common to all 
M6804 family devices. 
The Central Processor Unit (CPU) contains a 1-bit arithmetic logic unit. Program Counter. Stack. Accumu
lator. Indirect Registers. Instruction Decoders. and Control Logic. These elements resemble the M6800 
family of microprocessors which constitute the M6805 and M6804 family heritage. 
The M6804 family has on-chip RAM and ROM with varying sizes to suit different applications. The 
addressing modes and register-like memory operations use the RAM to the fullest extent possible. 
Parallel I/O capability. with pins individually programmable as input or output are available on every unit. 
Also included are an external interrupt input and the capability for multiple nesting of subroutines. fea
tures usually found only in much more powerful architectures. 
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A feature which generally simplifies software development and extends the capability of a microcompu- __ I,. 
ter is an on-chip timer/ counter. The 6804's 8-bit counter and 7-bit prescaler can be programmed for a 
variety of functions. It can generate an interrupt at software selected intervals. It can be used as an event 
counter to generate an interrupt after some software selected number of external events. The timer/coun-
ter can also be used for time keeping, generating pulses, and counting external events. 

1,2.5 Enhanced Microcomputer Test Capabilit'j 
As the complexity of VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) rises, increasingly complex and costly test hard
ware is required. This is especially true of ROM-based microcomputers, which are supposed to be used 
in the low-end market. Here the cost of testing starts to considerably affect the end price of the device, as 
well as the cost of incoming inspection 
The M6804 family has a very sophisticated self test capability built into the chip Placing the MCU in 
SELF-CHECK mode will cause execution of a functional test program stored in the program ROM which 
verifies correct operation of most of the hardware included on the chip Verification is achieved by means 
of signature analysis using an on-chip Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) circuit. This circuit contains a 
16-bit shift register configured to perform the check using the cCln polynominai. Similarly, program 
ROM contents can be checked by placing the MCU in ROM VERIFY mode, which again uses the CRC 
circuitry 
Use of this self test hardware during manufacture allows the M6804 family to be tested quickly and inex
pensively, with a high degree of confidence. 

1.3 TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE M6804 FAMILY 

One of the first options to be selected by the system designer is the choice between HMOS and HCMOS 
processor technologies. 

1.3.1 HMOS Features 

The NMOS (N-channel metal oxide on silicon) technology has been the mainstay of the M6800 family. 
The current state of the continual shrinking of NMOS is referred to as HMOS (high density NMOS). The 
prime consideration when choosing a M6804 family member in HMOS technology is its lower price com
pared with HCMOS. 
The HMOS inverter circuit. shown in Fig. 1 -4, illustrates the operating principles of HMOS 10gic.Two tran
sistors are series connected between ground Vss and VDD ; one is an active N-channel transistor and the 
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Figure 1.4. HMOS and HCMOS Inverters 
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D 
other is a turned-on pUlicup transistor. When a logic low is applied to the circuit input. the N-channel tran
sistor is reverse biased and represents a high impedance, compared to the pull-up transistor (which pro
vides the same function as a resistor). A load connected to the circuit outputcan be driven to a logic high 
through the pull-up transistor. 
When a logic high is applied to the circuit input. the N-channel transistor is turned on and becomes a 
very low resistance to Vss causing the output to go low. In this situation, current will flow through the N
channel transistor from both the pull-up transistor and any load on the output. 
Other logic circuits.constructed in HMOS technology use series and parallel combinations of the N-chan
nel transistors. However, they all rely on the same operating principle, that is, the active N-channel tran
sistor is used to sink current from the output. and a passive load transistor. which behaves similarly to a 
resistor, is used to source current to the output. 
It is the current flowing through the pull-up load transistor, when the N-channel transistor is turned on, 
that accounts for most of the power consumed in an HMOS integrated circuit. 

'1.3.2 HCMOS Features 
The HCMOS inverter circuit. shown in Fig. 1-4, illustrates the operating principles of the HCMOS logic. In 
HCMOS the pull-up transistor is replaced with an active P-channel transistor. In this type of circuit. one 
transistor complements the other, i.e. when one is turned on the other is turned off. The characteristics of 
the P-channel transistor are such that a high signal input turns it off. conversely. a low signal input turns it 
on. 
The active P-channel transistor sources current when the output is high (input low). and presents a high 
impedance when the output is low (input high). Thus, there is essentially no current flow within the inver
ter whenever the output is low. The overall result is extremely low power consumption because there is 
no power loss through the active pull-up transistor. 
The switch point of the HCMOS inverter is approximately 50% of the supply voltage (Vaa) rather than 
being determined by the threshold of the N-channel transistor. Because of this, the operating voltage 
range of a HCMOS device is much wider than that of. a HMOS device. This permits a greater choice of 
supply voltages or allows the use of a less regulated power supply. 
The properties of HCMOS (complementary metal oxide) technology are inceasingly attractive, in spite of 
a higher price. Some applications are simply not feasible with PMOS, NMOS or HMOS microcomputers, 
e.g. telephone sets powered from the telephone line where the povyer consumption is strictly limited by 
PTT regulations. In others HCMOS offers significant performance advantages, e.g. 

• power consumptions ranging from 1/15 to 1/200 of the equivalent HMOS part; 
• fully static operation; 
• higher noise immunity ; 
• greater tolerance of ambient temperature variations; 
• wider operating voltage range; 
• higher frequency of operation. 

Another important feature of HCMOS is that the internal circuitry only dissipates power during switching 
transitions, which allows the addition of WAIT and STOP instructions. In WAIT mode, the only circuitry left 
running is the oscillator and timer, reducing power consumption by a significant factor. In STOP mode all 
circuitry is closed down and the device requires only a very small current in order to retain the RAM con
ten~s. 

Fig. 1.5 illustrates how the CMOS process has evolved in recent years to produce faster and smaller 
devices, so that today's HCMOS-l process can support switching speeds in excess of HMOS. Plans are 
already in hand to shrink both the HMOS and HCMOS process still further in the near future. The M6804 
family will continue to benefit from these improvements in processing technology in order to provide a 
high performance, cost effective family of MCUs. 
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Figure 1.5. Development of CMOS Technology in the Last Decade 

1.4 M6805 AND M6804 COMPATIBILITY 
Where consistent with the design goal of small silicon Size, compatibility with the M6805 has been main
tained 

• The M6805 type Index register has been replaced with 2 Indirect registers (X and Y) which are used 
to address datA space memory These registers are actually data space RAM and may be manipu
lated In a manner similar to any memory location In data space An Indirect register IS equivalent to 
an Index register where the offset IS always zero 

• The M6805 has a stack pOinter, which can be read, and an accessible stack register. The M6804 uses 
a true LIFO stack to store the subroutine addresses, Thus no stack pointer IS needed 

• The M6804 does not have a Condition Code register of the M6805 kind It has only two ConditIOn 
Code Flags - "Zero" and "Carry" There are two sets of these flags - one for normal operation and 
the second for Interrupt processing, When an interrupt occurs a context switch IS made from the 
program flags to the Interrupt flags (Interrupt mode), A RTI forces the context SWitch back to the pro
gram flags (program mode), While In either mode, only the flags for that mode are available, Further, 
the interrupt flags will not be cleared upon entertng interrupt mode, Instead, the tlags will be as they 
were at the eXit of the last Interrupt 

• The M6805 family allows multiple levels of Interrupts which are limited only by the available stack 
depth The M6804 allows only one Interrupt to be queued 

• While different vectors are prOVided for the timer interrupt, external Interrupt, software Interrupt In the 
M6805 family, only one interrupt vector IS provided in the M6804 family 

• Bit manipulation instructions, so successful on M6805 machines, are maintained on M6804 as well 
BSET, BRSET, BCLR, BRCLR, 

• From the Read-Modify-Wrtte instructions the M6804 has INC, DEC, BSET and BCLR, 
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o • The M6804 family introduces Short-Direct type of instructions taking only 1 byte of Program ROM. 
which are not available on the M6805. Using these instructions one byte can efficiently access fre
quently used RAM registers ($80. $81. $82. $83) The locations $80. $81. are the X and Y indirect 
registers respectively 

• Another new type of Instruction has been introduced on M6804 family - Move Immediate to Mem
ory - « MVI» instruction. This instruction is not available on the M6805 and allows immediate data to 
be moved from program ROM to any data space register. without destroying the value in the accu
mulator. 

• There is an incompatibility in the instruction time execution between the M6805 and M6804. Fig. 1.6 
shows the operation timing comparison· between the M6805 and M6804 families. 

OPERATION MC6804 MC6805 MC68HC04* 
BRANCH 8.8 ~Sec 4 ~Sec 4.4 ~Sec 
BIT TEST & BRANCH 22 ~Sec 10 ~Sec 11 ~Sec 
ADD (Direct) 17.5 ~Sec 4 ~Sec 8.8 ~Sec 
MACHINE CYCLE TIME 4.4 ~Sec 1 ~Sec 2.2 ~Sec 
XTAL FREOUENCY 11 MHz 4 MHz 11 MHz' 

• Assuming -:- 2 option 

1.5 M6804 AND M68HC04 COMPATIBILITY 
Although all members of the M6804 family are baSically the same. there are some differences between 
HMOS and HCMOS versions due to different logic implementations and different technologies. These 
are summarised below and discussed further in later chapters where appropriate 

• The MC68HC04 features power saving STOP and WAIT instructions. which the MC6804 does not 
have. 

• The MC6804 uses dynamic RAM cells while the MC68HC04 uses fully static low power RAM cells. 

• The MC6804 maximum bus frequency is 2.75 MHz. compared with 5.5 MHz for the MC68HC04. i.e. 
HCMOS is twice as fast 

• The MC6804 oscillator frequency is limited to 4-11 MHz while the MC68HC04 operates from 0 to 
11 MHz 

• The MC68HC04 oscillator frequency is divisible by 1.2 or 4 as a photomask option. while the MC6804 
only offers diVide by 4. 

• The MC6804 can only generate a timer interrupt by hardwiring the timer pin to iRQ and operating the 
timer In output mode. The MC68HC04 is capable of generating a (maskable) timer interrupt Inter
nally. In either Input or output mode. See section 3.9 for further details. 

• The MC68HC04 can perform pulse Width measurement using the timer pin as an input while the 
MC6804 cannot See section 2.14 for further details. 

• The MC6804 offers different mask options from the MC68HC04 for the port output drive charac
teristics. See section 2.10. 

• The MC6804 treats latched Interrupts In a different way from the MC68HC04. See section 2.15. 

• The MC68HC04 features a power-up detect circuit on-chip. while the MC6804 needs an external 
delay on the RESET pin See section 2.16. 

• In single chip and non·user modes the MC68HC04 allows both CRC registers to be used as normal 
RAM locations wi,lie the MC6804 does not See section 2.18. 
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1.6 SUMMARY LIST OF FEATURES 
The list below summarises the features of M6804 family members available. or In design. at the time of 
publication Further members will be added In due course. 

FEATURES MC6804P2 MC6804J2 MC68704P2 MC68HC04P2 MC68HC04P3 
._- ---" 

TECHNOLOGY HMOS HMOS HMOS HCMOS HCMOS 

NUMBER OF PINS 28 20 28 28 28 

RAM(bytes) 32 32 32 32 124 

USER PROGRAM 
ROM(bytes) 1024 1008 1024 1024 1689 

EPROM 

USER DATA 
ROM(bytes) 64 64 64 64 64 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
I/O LINES 20 12 20 20 20 

HIGH CURRENT 
SINK LINES 8 8 8 8 8 

OTHER I/O 
FEATURES Timer Timer Timer Timer Timer 

EXTERNAL 
INTERRUPT 
INPUTS 1 1 1 1 1 

STOP and WAIT No No No Yes Yes 
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Hardware Description 

2.1 ARCHITECTURE 

To save silicon area, the M6804 family IS Implemented as a serial machine To the user, however. It 
appears to be an 8-bit parallel processor Despite serial architecture, the execution speed compares qUite 
favorably with parallel Implementation This IS mainly due to the use of the most advanced HMOS and 
HCMOS technologies which enable high speed operation at low voltages and low power consumption 
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Figure 2.1. Architecture of the M6804 Family of MCUs 

Fig. 2.1 depicts the architecture of the M6804 family It is not of the Von-Neumann type In that it has 
separately addressed program memory, data memory and stack memory The data space contains RAM 
used for program variables, ROM used for constant values or tables, I/O ports, and the timer registers. 
(Timer function will be discussed in a separate chapter). The program space contains only the executable 
code and immediate data used by instructions in the immediate addressing mode. 
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Figure 2.2, MC68HC04PJ Address Map - Other family members are similar except for 
ROM and RAM values, 

The M6804 address map organization is depicted In Fig 2.2 where the diVision between the data space, 
program space and stack space IS distinguished. 
The serial architecture of the 8-blt serial processor reqUires only a 1 bit arithmetiC logic unit (ALU), With 
address and data buses reduced to one line connections 
The X index register in the M6800 or M6805 families has been replaced in the M6804 by two registers X 
and Y which are placed into the data space RAM, with no offset addressing possibility - Indirect RegiS
ters. Fig. 2.3 shows the registers available to the programmer. 
The M6804 instructions execute In 2.4 or 5 machine cycles Each machine cycle reqUires 48 master clock 
cycles In the HMOS part which IS designed to operate with clock frequencies In the 4 to 11 MHz range. 
The HCMOS part is deSigned to operate from 0 to 11 MHz clock frequencies, ie. it is fully static and a 
machine cycle may take 48, 24 or 12 clocks (see data sheet for confirmation) depending on a mask 
option. The HMOS design Incorporates dynamiC RAM as opposed to fully static very low power con
sumptIOn RAM in the HCMOS design. 

2.2 MEMORY 

The M6804 family MCUs operate in three different memory spaces. program space, data space, and 
stack space 

2.2.1 Data Space RAM 

The data space RAM consists of 8-bit wide registers whose number depends on the device type, eg. for 
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Figure 2.3. Programming Model of the M6804 Family 

the MC68HC04P3 there are 124 available at address locations $80 - $FB. For the HMOS versions the 
RAM IS dynamic and for the HCMOS versions the RAM is fully static 

2.2.2 Data Space ROM 

The data space ROM can be of variable length, It depends on the deVice type ThiS ROM contains con
stants, addresses, and tables that would be manipulated in data space A BCD to seven segment decode 
table would, for example, be located In thiS ROM 

2.2.3 Program ROM 
The program ROM contains user ROM of variable length, e.g the MC6804P2 has 1024 words of 8 bits 
each The ROM address inputs come from the PC The ROM provides operation codes as well as 
addresses and operands which may be fixed at assembly time 
The ROM also Includes some additional bytes of self-check ROM reserved for Motorola usage 
The user is requested to consult the appropriate data sheets for every M6804 family member In order to 
know the program ROM size and the self-check ROM size. 
At the top of the program ROM space are placed all the vectors necessary for Restart and Interrupt 
operation See Fig. 2.2 

2.3 STACK 

The M6804 colltalnS a 4-level 12-blt Wide stack used 10 store return addresses dUring subroutine calls and 
interrupts It is Implemented In RAM separate from the data RAM, and IS not addressable, not readable 
and not wnteable. See Fig. 2.2 
The stack RAM is In stack space which means that the address IS Inherent, that IS, It IS implied by calls 
and returns. 
Whenever a subroutine call or Interrupt occurs, the contents of the PC are shifted into the top register of 
the stack. At the same time (same cycle) the top register is shifted to the next level down ThiS happens 
to all registers with the bottom register disappeanng from the stack Whenever a subroutine or Interrupt 
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return occurs. the top register IS shifted Into the PC and all lower registers are shifted up one level. Thus it 
operates as a true LIFO stack 
The values of the accumulator and X,Y registers are not stored on the stack, and must be treated by 
software, In the subroutine or interrupt routine 

2.4 CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT 

The CPU of the M6804 family is implemented Independently from the I/O or memory configuration. Con
sequently, It can be treated as an Independent central processor communicating with I/O and memory 
via Internal addresses, data, and control buses See Fig. 1.3 

2.5 ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT 

The Arithmetic LogiC Unit (ALU) is a one bit logic unit allowing two Inputs to be ADDED, SUBTRACTED, 
or ANDED. The Inputs (A. B) have connections to data space locations, Immediate operands, and the 
accumulator. Outputs from the ALU may be routed to the data space locations or accumulator. 

2.6 ACCUMULATOR 

The accumulator is an 8-blt general purpose register used in all arithmetic calculations, logical operations, 
and data manipulations The accumulator is implemented as the highest RAM location ($FF) in data 
space and thiS implies that several instructions exist which are not explicitly implemented The accumula
tor can be treated In the same way as any data space register. ThiS is a novelty not available on the 
M6805family 

2.7 X AND Y INDIRECT REGISTERS 

The X and Y Indirect Registers are In data space RAM locations with addresses $80 and $81, and may be 
manipulated in a manner similar to any memory location In data space An indirect register is equivalent 
to an Index register whose offset is always zero. They are used in the Register Indirect addressing mode, 
and can be accessed with the Direct Indirect Short Direct or Bit-Set/Clear addressing modes. 
X and Y Indirect Registers are used as pOinters to other memory. locations In data space (e.g. for data 
conversion tables) 

2.8 CONDITION CODES, FLAGS 
Condition code Indicators are provided to indicate zero and carry results of an operation. 
The Carry (C) bit is set on a carry or a borrow out of the ALU. It is cleared if the result of an arithmetic 
operation does not result In a carry or a borrow. The (C) bit is also set to the value of the bit tested in a bit 
test instruction, and participates in the rotate left instruction 
The Zero (Z) bit is set if the result of the last arithmetic or logical operation was equal to zero, otherwise it 
is cleared 
There are two sets of these condition codes, one for interrupt mode and the other for normal operation 
See Fig. 2.3. When an interrupt occurs while the machine IS in normal program execution mode, a con
text sWitch of the condition code flags is made to the interrupt set of condition codes which will be used 
by any instructions which test or affect condition codes, until a RTI (Return from Interrupt) is executed 
The normal mode condition code flags will be left as they were before the Interrupt occured. Every time a 
new Interrupt IS taken, the interrupt mode condition codes will be as they were at the end of the last inter
rupt 

2.9 PROGRAM COUNTER 
The Program Counter is a 12-bit register that contains the address of the next ROM word to be fetched 
(may be opcode, operand, or address of operand). 
The contents of the PC are gated out in parallel to the ROM address inputs The PC may be changed in 
the following ways 
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a. To increment the PC its output is shifted through a 1-bit adder and back to the PC input 

b. For an RTS or RTI operation. the contents of the top level of the stack RAM are shifted into the PC. 

c. For a JUMP or JUMP to SUBROUTINE operation, the jump address is shifted into the PC. 

d. For a BRANCH operation, the Branch Offset is shifted into the PC via a 1-bit adder. This adds the offset 
to the Pc. The sign extension of the offset is likewise added to the Pc. 

e. Upon RESET or INTERRUPT the address of the corresponding vector is loaded into the pc. Fig.2.2 
shows the address locations. This vector must contain a JMP instruction so that the PC is next loaded 
with the starting address of an appropriate service routine. 
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- c: c: c: 
- 0 
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1 
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1 
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Output To 
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0 0 
1 1 

Hi-Z Pin 

Figure 2.4. Typical I/O Port Circuitry. The Addresses of Data Direction Registers and 
I/O Ports are given in the relevant Address Map 

2.10 I/O PORTS 

The M6804 MCU contains memory mapped I/O ports. They consist of separately addressable Data 
Registers and Data Direction Registers (DDR), All pins are programmable as either inputs or outputs 
under software control of the corresponding Data Direction Register. Typical I/O port circuitry is shown in 
Fig, 2.4, The port I/O programming is accomplished by writing the corresponding bit in the DDR as a 
logiC one for output or a logic zero state for input On reset all the DDRs are initialized to a logic zero 
state to put the ports in 'the input mode, The port output registers are not initialized on reset but should be 
initialized before changing the DDR bits to avoid undefined levels, 
In HMOS devices all I/O pins are LS TIL compatible as both inputs and outputs, In addition, one of two 
mask options may be selected for each port: 

1, Internal pull up resistor for CMOS output compatibility, 
2, Open Drain Output 

HCMOS devices are LS TIL compatible as inputs, provided Vec = 5V ± 10%, Under this condi
tion they will also drive two LS TIL loads in outptlt mode. This is in addition to being fully CMOS 
compatible, The only mask option available is a pull down device, which can be selected on any 
number. of the I/O pins, and is particularly useful for keyboard encoding applications. 

Fig, 2.5 shows typical port connections for the MC6804P2 MCU in the Input Mode or Output Mode, 
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Figure 2.5. Typical Port Connections for the MC6804 P2 MCU 
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2.11 BUSES ON M6804 MCU 
From Fig. 2.1. it is apparent that there are two buses on the M6804 MCU. the X-Bus and V-Bus. These 
two serial buses fulfill the following functions. 
The X-Bus seNes for transfer of address and for the read access to the data space: while the V-Bus 
seNes only for the write access to the data space. 

2.12 INSTRUCTION REGISTER 
The Instruction Register is a set of latches connected between the ROM output and the Instruction 
Decoder input. 
These latches hold the operation code for the current instruction. Loading the Instruction Register is thus 
an instruction «fetch ». 

MC88HC04 
orMC8I04 

XTAL EXTAL 
5 4 

D 
I I 

Crystal 

MC8I04 

XTAL 
5 4 

NC 

I 

MC88HC04 

XTAL 
5 

I 
External Resistor 
Capacitor 

MC88HC04 
or MC6804 

XTAL EXTAL 
5 4 

Clock NC 
Input 

External Clock 

Figure 2.6. Clock Generator Options of the M6804 Familv of MCU·s. All options are 
mask selectable. Note the difference between the External Resistor - Capacitor 

options for the HMOS and HCMOS versions. 

2.13 CLOCK GENERATOR OPTIONS. TIMING 
All microprocessors require a generator which generates the internal clock frequency. The M6804 family 
has been designed to use either a crystal oscillator: an external resistor and capacitor: or an external 
clock. All these possibilities are depicted in Fig. 2.6. Clock generator options are mask selectable. There is 
a difference in use of the external resistor capacitor option between the HMOS and HCMOS versions. 
Whichever clock generator is used the oscillator frequency is internally divided to produce the internal 
bus cycle clocks. 01 and 02. See Fig. 2.7. In the case of HMOS devices. the oscillator is divided by 4. 
whilst for HCMOS it can be divided by 4.2 or 1 depending on a photomask option. The divisions by 2 and 
1 are available on HCMOS in order t<!l save power when higher bus frequencies are required This is an 
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Figure 2.7. Clock Generator Timing Diagram 

important benefit in low power applications. Note that it is bus frequency rather than oscillator frequency 
which limits the performance of HCMOS devices - it must not exceed 5.5 MHz. whatever the oscillator 
frequency. 

The 01 clock is further divided by 12 to produce the machine cycle clock in both HMOS and HCMOS ver
sions. A machine cycle is the minimum time needed to execute any operation. i.e. increment the 12-bit 
program counter. Instructions require either two. four or five machine cycles to execute depending on 
their type This is shown in Fig. 2.8. 

INSTRUCTION TIMING 

Branch if bit set or clear 

Short-direct instructions 
Direct. Indirect. Immediate instructions 
Move immediate to memory 
Jump and Jump to subroutine 
Roll accumulator 
Complement accumulator. Bit set. Bit clear 

Short branch 
Retum from interrupt 
Stop 
Wait 

5 cycles 

4 cycles 

2 cycles 

Figure 2.8. M6804 Instructions and their Execution Times measured in Machine 
Cycles 
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Bit7 Bit6 BitS Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 BitG 

TMZ ETI* Tout Dout PSI PS2 PS1 PSG 

*HCMOS only 

Figure 2.10. Timer Status/ Control Register (TSCR) 

2.14 TIMER 
The timer section contains an 8-blt count register, 7-blt software programmable prescaler register, and a 
status/control register See Fig 2.9 and 2.10 Note that the timer logiC is slightly different for the HMOS 
and HCMOS family members 
All the registers are placed In Data Space RAM under the follOWing locations. 

Timer Count Register (TCR) - $FE 
Timer Prescaler - $FD 
Timer status/ control register (TSCR) - $09 

The TCR, which may be loaded under program control, is decremented towards zero by a clock input 
(prescaler output). The prescaler IS used to extend the maximum Interval of the overall timer. The pres
caler tap IS selected by bits PSO-PS2 of the TSCR which control the actual divIsion of the prescaler within 
the range given by a 2nscale factor, where « n» IS a value from 0 through 7, see Fig. 2.11 

PS2 PS1 PS0 
(1) (1) (1) Divide by 1 
(1) (1) 1 Divide by 2 
(1) 1 (1) Divide by 4 
(1) 1 1 Divide by 8 

(1) (1) Divide by 16 
(1) 1 Divide by 32 
1 (1) Divide by 64 
1 Divide by 128 

Figure 2.11. Timer Prescaler coding of the M6804 Timer. 

The TCR and prescaler are decremented on rising clock edges 
The timer pin can be selected as either an input or an output by clearing or setting the Tout bit of the 
TSCR, In the output mode, the content of the timer data output control bit (Dout) is copied to the timer 
pin each time the count register is decremented to zero, The internal clock frequency is used to decre
ment the prescaler. In the input mode, the timer pin is used as a clock input to decrement the prescaler. 
The frequency of the external clock applied to the timer pin must be less than the machine cycle time 
(fosJ 48 for HMOS), 
In HCMOS devices a second input mode exists in which the internal clock frequency is used to decre
ment the prescaler, but is gated by the timer pin so that counting is enabled only when the timer pin is 
high, This "input gated" mode is selected by setting Dout (bit 4) of the TSCR to one, and can be useful for 
pulse width measurement. It is not available on HMOS devices, 
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In either the input or output mode. a status bit (TMZ) will be set in the TSCR indicating that the count 
register has decremented to zero. This bit will remain set until the TSCR is read under program control. 
The prescaler/timer can be inhibited from counting by clearing the Prescaler Initialize bit (PSI) in the 
TSCR. This also sets the prescaler register to alll·s. 
TMZ is normally set to logic one when the timer times out (TCR decrements to $00). However. it may be 
set at any time. by writing $00 to the TCR or by setting bit 7 of the TSCR. During Reset. the TCR and pres
caler are set to $FF, v',:hilc the TSCR is cleared to $00 and the Dout latch is forced to a iogic high. 
The prescaler and TCR are implemented in data space RAM locations ($FD. $FE). therefore. they are 
both readable. and writable. A write to either will dominate over the TCR decremenHo-$OO function. i.e. 
if a write and TCR decrement-to-$OO occur simultaneously. the write will take precedence. and the TMZ 
bit is not set until the next timer time out. 
Care must also be used in reading or writing the TSCR to assure that a time out does not occur as the 
Instruction executes. thus risking the loss of the TMZ state, If TMZ attempts to go high (timer times out) 
as the TSCR is read or written. the previous low state of TMZ is restored at the completion of the instruc
tion 

2.15 INTERRUPT 
The M6804 family of MCUs can be interrupted by applying a logic low signal to the fR(} pin: a mask 
option selected at the time of manufacture determines whether the negative-going edge or the actual low 
level is sensed to Indicate an interrupt. See Fig. 2.12. 

level- Sensitive 

Mask Option 

o 
Interrupt 

Pin 2 o--...... ---OlC 
IRQ 

Gt----("'J 

Interrupt 
Bit 

External 
Interrupt 
Request 

Power - On Reset 

t------ External Reset 

Interrupt Acknowledge 

Figure 2.12. Interrupt Configuration 

Please note the following difference between HMOS and HCMOS family members . 

• HMOS devices are interrupted only by applying a logic low signal to the fR(} pin 
• HCMOS devices are interrupted either by applying a logic low signal to the fR(} pin. or by a timer 

underflow if the ETI bit in the timer status/control register is set (Fig. 2.9). 

2.15.1 Edge-Sensitive Option 
When fR(} is pulled low. the internal interrupt request flip-flop is set. Prior to each instruction fetch. the 
interrupt request flip-flop is tested and. if its output is low. an interrupt sequence is initiated at the end of 
the current instruction (provided the interrupt mask is cleared). Fig. 2.13 contains a flow chart which illus
trates both the Reset and Interrupt sequences. 
The interrupt sequence consists of one cycle during which the interrupt mode flags are selected. the PC 
is saved on the stack. the interrupt mask is set. the fR(} vector (single chip or non-user mode = $FFC/ 
$FFD. self-check mode = $FF8j$FF9) is loaded into the PC. and finally the interrupt request latch is 
cleared. 
Unlike the M6805 the vector contents of the M6804 are not inherently decoded as an address to which 
program control (the PC) should Jump. but instead are decoded like any other ROM word. It is therefore 
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essential that the M6804 vector specifies a JMP Instruction to the starting address of the interrupt service 
routine. This IS Illustrated In the programming examples in section 6.3 
Note that If It IS required to save the values of the accumulator and X,Y registers thiS should be done by 
the Interrupt service routine, since they will not be stored on the stack 
Internal processing of the Interrupt continues until the RTI Instruction IS processed During the RTI instruc
tIOn, the Interrupt mask IS cleared and the program mode flags are selected The next instruction of the 
program IS then fetched and executed. 
Once an Interrupt has been detected and the Interrupt sequence started, the Interrupt request latch is 
cleared so that a second Interrupt may be detected even while the previous (first) one is being serviced 
However, even though the second Interrupt sets the interrupt request latch, it will not be serviced until 
completion of the first Interrupt service routine 
At thiS pOint there IS another difference between HMOS and HCMOS family members 

• HMOS devices will return control to the main program and execute one Instruction In normal mode 
before servicing the latched Interrupt 

• HCMOS devices will service the latched Interrupt Immediately on completion of the first Interrupt 
service routine 

Completion of an Interrupt service routine IS always accomplished uSing an RTI instruction to return to the 
main program. The Interrupt mask, which is not directly available to the programmer IS cleared dUring the 
last cycle of the RTllnstructlon 
MaXimum interrupt response time IS SIX machine (tbyte) cycles This includes five machine cycles for the 
longest Instruction to execute, plus one machine cycle for stacking the PC and sWitching flags from the 
Normal Operation flags to Interrupt flags Minimum response time IS one machine cycle for stacking the 
PC and sWitching flags. 

2.15.2 Level-Sensitive Option 
The actual operation of the level-sensitive and edge-sensitive options are Similar except that the level
senSitive option does not have an interrupt request latch. With no Interrupt request latch, the logiC level of 
the fRa pin IS checked for detection of the interrupt Unlike the edge-sensitive option there IS no way of 
latching an additional interrupt while a current Interrupt IS being serviced. Also In the Interrupt sequence, 
there is no need to clear the Interrupt request latch These differences are Illustrated In Fig 2.12 and Fig 
213 

2.16 RESETS 

The M6804 family has two reset modes. 

- Power-up reset function 
- Active low external reset pin (RESET) 

At power-up, a delay IS needed to allow the clock generator to stabilise before starting normal operation 
On HCMOS deVices a power-up detect circuit IS provided on-chip, and the timer IS used· to control the 
delay required for the oscillator to stabilise. On HMOS devices thiS delay must be provided externally 
Connecting a capaCitor and resistor to the RESET input typically provides sufficient delay See Fig 2.14. 
There IS a Schmitt tngger at the pin to Improve its noise immunity 
Dunng a reset cycle the Interrupt mask IS set to prevent any false or ghost Interrupts occunng, and the PC 
is loaded with the appropriate restart vector (single chip or non-user mode = $FFE/$FFF, self check 
mode = $FFA/$FFB) 
As with the IRQ vector, it must contain a JMP instruction to a ROM address, which In thiS case should 
specify the start of the initialization routine. It is essential that the Interrupt mask is cleared at the end of 
the routine, which requires an RTI (not RTS) as the last instruction. This means the routine must start with 
a JSR in order to push a suitable PC value onto the stack for subsequent use by the RTI Instruction when 
returning to the main program. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.15 and later programming examples (section 
6.3). 
The RESET input pin IS used to reset the MCU to provide an orderly software start-up procedure When 
using the external reset mode, the pin must stay low for a minimum of 2 machines cycles after the oscil-
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lator has stabilized. In this mode, the MCU executes the software In the same manner as In the power-up 
mode 

2.17 MODES OF OPERATION 
Four modes of operation are provided In the M6804 family Single Chip, Self Check, Non User, and ROM 
Verify, The appropriate mode of operation IS selected according to the voltages applied to the pinS MDS 
and pinS PA6, PA7 at the moment of exit from the reset state. 
If at ihe eXit from reset MDS pin IS held high (VDD ,) the states of pins PA6 and PA7 are latched and 
decoded to determine the chip operating mode 

The coding IS 

PA6 
o 
o 
1 

PA7 
o 
1 
o 

MODE 
SINGLE CHIP 
SELF CHECK 
NON USER 
ROM VERIFY 

The normal operating mode is the Single Chip mode In which only the resources on the chip are utilized 
This IS the mode to be selected for end user applications. If MDS IS grounded at the eXit from reset (this 
IS the default mode), the Single Chip mode IS selected 
When the Non User mode is selected, Ports A, Band C are used to Interface with an external instruction 
source (ROM, EPROM, RAM, etc.). See the appropriate data sheets for further details 
The Self-Check mode and ROM Verify mode were Incorporated into the M6804 operating modes In order 
to faCilitate test procedures. The testing of MCU devices is a very complex and expensive process Saving 
money on testing can reduce the final price of the device considerably. ThiS was very carefully examined 
during the design of the M6804 family and the following test capabilities were Included on the chip 

Self-Check Mode A powerful self test routine IS used to test all of the MCU except the program ROM 

ROM Verify ModeThis mode checks, by means of signature analysis, the contents of the program ROM 

These test modes are treated extensively In a separate chapter. 

2.18 CRC-CYCLIC REDUNDANCY CHECK CIRCUIT 

To facilitate testing, a signature analysis CIrCUIt has been Included on the chip ThiS CIrCUit consists of two 
8-bit shift registers configured to perform a Cyclic Redundancy Check using the cCin polynominal (see 
chapter 5) 
These two registers are memory mapped in the data space at addresses $OA and $OB. 
In HCMOS devices only they may be used as normal RAM locations by performing a write operation to 
the above addresses when In Single Chip or Non-User mode, Their subsequent use for CRC operation 
will only be possible after a RESET operation 
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Software Description 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Microprocessors accomplish a task by uSing software to define the operations of the system at the pro
gramming stage. rather than by using digital logiC to construct a system which has Its operations defined 
at the deSign stage. 
DUring the early 1970's microprocessors and microcomputers helped ease the shortage of hardware 
designers by providing the hardware with more intelligence. reducing hardware development costs. 
However. rising software development costs In recent years make It Important for the system deSigner of 
today to carefully weigh the software and support cost of hiS system 
Processors of the M6804 family. which are designed to Include the programming features Inherited from 
microcomputers like the M6805. M6800. require less effort from the programmer and make system 
design much more efficient 

3.2 M6804 PROGRAMMING MODEl 
Programming registers available to the user are shown In Fig 2.3. They comprise an 8-blt accumulator 
(ACe). two 8-bit pOinter regISters (X and V). a 12-blt program counter (PC). and two sets of flags. The ACC 
and X.Y registers are memory mapped In data space and allow all Instructions which manipulate memory 
to access them In any of the memory addreSSing modes. Unlike the M6805 family there IS no stack POin
ter required in programming the M6804 Further details of each register are given below 

3.2.1 Accumulator 
The accumulator is an 8-bit general purpose register that IS used by the programmer for arithmetic calcu
lation and data manipulation. A special feature of the M6804 architecture IS that It IS implemented In data 
space at location $FF and may be addressed as such This gives rise to several assembler-recognised 
instructions which are not explicitly Implemented. e.g. ASLA (arithmetic shift left of accumulator) IS con
verted by the assembler to ADD $FF (add contents of accumulator to Itself) 
Listed below are some examples of Instructions which operate on the accumulator 

ElDEIEI F8 84 A LDA 

* ElDEl2 FA 87 A ADD 

* 0DE14 F9 84 A STA 

* ElDEl6 FA FF A ASLA 

* ElDEl8 FA FF A ADD 

* 
3.2.2 Indirect Registers X and Y 

$84 LOAD ACCUMULATOR WITH CONTENTS 
MEMORY LOCATION $84 

$87 ADD THE CONTENTS OF MEMORY LOCATION 
$87 TO THE ACCUMULATOR 

$84 STORE THE ACCUMULATOR CONTANTS IN 
MEMORY LOCATION $84 
ARITHMETIC SHIFT LEF OF ACCUMULATOR 
INSTRUCTION WITHOUT OPCODE 

$FF THIS IS MAXHINE CODE FOR THE PREVIUOS 
INSTROCTION 

The two Indirect Registers (X and Y) are used to maintain pointers to other locations In data space. They 
are used in the register-indirect addressing mode. and can be accessed with the direct. indirect. short 
direct. or bit set/clear addressing modes. They are implemented in data space RAM at locations $80. $81. 
giving rise to further assembler-recognised instructions. 
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The following example shows a typical use of the index registers. 
The example performs a block move of length NLENGH. X is pointing to the origin, Y to the destination 
NLENCO is a counter for the length of block In the RAM data space. 

eCRe Be eA 85 A 

* 
eCA3 F8 87 A 

* 
eCA5 BC 

eCA6 F8 86 A 

* 
eCA8 BD 

MYI 

LDA 

STA 

LDA 

#NLENGH.NLENCO STORE THE LENGTH OF THE BLOCK 
IN THE COUNTER 

#BLOCPO LOAD POINTER TO THE ORIGIN 
BLOCK 

RX STORE IT IN THE X REGISTER 

#DESTPO LOAD PO INTER TO THE DESTINATION 
BLOCK 

STA RY STORE IT IN THE Y REGISTER 

eCA9 Ee CONTIN LDA [XJ LOAD VALUE POINTED TO BY THE 
X REGISTER 

eCAA A8 

eCAB Fl 

eCAC A9 

eCAD FF 85 

eCAF 19 

eCBe B3 

A 

eCA9 

* 

* 

* 

** 
* 

3.2.3 Program Counter 

INCX 

STA 

INCY 

DEC 

BNE 

RTS 

[YJ 

INCREMENT X REGISTER 

STORE VALUE IN THE DESTINATION 
BLOCK 

INCREMENT Y REGISTER 

NLENCO DECREMENT COUNTER FOR THE BLOCK 
LENGTH 

CONTIM BRANCH IF BLOCK UNFINISHED 

OTHERWISE EXECUTION 
FINISHED 

The Program Counter IS a 12 bit wide register that contains the address of the next ROM word to be used 
(may be opcode, operand, or address of operand) 

3.2.4 Flags 
The Carry (C) bit is set on a carry or borrow out of the ALU. It is cleared If the result of an arithmetic opera
tion does not result In a carry or borrow. The C bit is also set to the value of the hit tested in a bit test 
Instruction, and participates in the rotate left instruction (ROL). 
The Zero (Z) bit is set if the result of the last arithrnetic or logical operation was equal to zero, otherwise it 
is cleared. 
The effects of different instructions on the flags are shown in Table 3.1 

3.2.5 Stack 
There is a true LIFO stack incorporated in the M6804 which eliminates the need for a stack pointer. Stack 
space is implemented in separate RAM (12-bits wide) Whenever a subroutine call or interrupt occurs, 
the contents of the PC are shifted into the top register of the stack. At the same time (same cycle) the top 
register is shifted to the next level deeper Whenever a subroutine or interrupt retum occurs, the top 
register is shifted into the PC and all lower registers are shifted up, one level higher The stack is 4 layers 
deep There is no stack pointer available and the stack is not readable or writeable. If the stack is pushed 
more than 4 times consecutively, the information in the bottom register will be lost 
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Immediate 2 Bytes LOA #$AA 
Short Direct 1 Byte LDAX 
Direct 2 Bytes LOA $911 
Bit-Direct 2 Bytes BSET II, PORT A 
Bit-Test-Direct 3 Bytes BRCLR 7, PORT B, IIFSX 
Register Indirect 1 Byte AND X 
X & Y Registers 
Absolute Jumps 29,'16S JMPSEFF 
(extended) 
Relative Short 
Branch (± 16) 1 Byte BNENEXT 
Branch (± 128) 3 Bytes BRSET II. $SAD. IIFSY 
Accumulator 1 Byte COM 
Inherent 1 Byte RTS,NOP 

Figure 3.1. M6804 Addressing Modes, summary and examples 

3.3 ADDRESSING MODES 

The addreSSing modes provide different vyays for instructions to access memory The M6804 family has a 
set of powerful fleXible addreSSing modes, especially when compared with other processors In Its price 
range 
The M6804 addresses memory In three different address spaces 

Program Space 
Data Space 
Stack Space 

Program space contains the instructions which are to be executed, plus the data for Immediate mode 
Instructions, 
Data space contains all of the RAM locations, X and Y registers, accumulator, timer, I/O locations, CRC 
registers, and ROM (for storage of tables and constants) 
Stack space contains RAM for use In stacking the return addresses for subroutines and Interrupts 
Instructions take between 1 and 3 bytes of storage, depending on the addreSSing mode, ThiS IS shown In 

Fig, 31 which summarises all the addreSSing modes available on the M6804, Each of these modes IS 
now discussed in detail 
In the follOWing deSCriptions, the term "effective address' (EA) IS used The EA IS the address In memory 
from which the argument for an Instruction is fetched or stored 

3.3.1 Immediate Addressing Mode - 2 Bytes 

In the Immediate addreSSing mode, the operand IS located In program ROM and IS contained In a byte 
follOWing the opcode The Immediate addreSSing mode IS used to access constants which do not change 
during program execution - constants which were known at assembly time, e,g, constants used to 
Initialize a loop counter 
An immediate instruction is two bytes long 

OPCODE 
EA 

PC + 1-- PC 
EA= PC 
PC + 1-- PC 
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Assembly examples. 

eea43A ecee ES e3 A LDA .sI33 

eea4SA eCe2 EA es A ADD +SeS 

eea47A eCe4 ES as A SUS .sas 

eea49A eCe6 EC Ft A CMP .sFt 

eeaStA eces ED FF A AND .$FF 

3.3.2 Direct Addressing Mode - 2 Bytes 
In the direct addressing mode, the effective address of the operand IS contained in a single byte follow
rng the opcode byte The byte addressed IS in data space. Direct addressing allows the user to directly 
address the 256 bytes in data space memory with a single two byte instruct· )1, 

- ".". 

OPCODE 
EA 

~ 

Assembly examples. 

eCF2 FS se A LDA 

eCF4 F9 S4 A STA 

ElCF6 FA B5 A ADD 

eCFB FB 7e A SUB 

eCFA FC S6 A CMP 

eCFC FE 84 A INC 

PC + 1-- ·PC 
EA = (PC) + $000 
PC + 1-PC 

sse LOAD VALUE FROM THE MEMORY LOCATION sse 

RAMt STORE IT INTO THE LOCATION RAMt 

RAM2 ADD TO ACCUMULATOR THE VALUE FROM THE LOCATION RAM2 

$7El SUSSTRACT $7e FROM ACCUMULATOR 

RAM3 COMPARE ACUUMULATOR WITH THE VALUE IN THE RAM3 

RAMt INCREMENT LOCATION RAMI 

3.3.3 Short Direct Addressing Mode - 1 Byte 

The M6804 has four locations In data space RAM ($80, $81, $82, $83) which may be used for short direct 
addressing 
Instructions in thiS mode of addressing are 1 byte long since the opcode Itself determines which of the 
four locations contains the operand. Short direct addreSSing IS a subset of the direct addreSSing mode 
Note that it can be used to alter the contents of the X and Y registers, which are at locations $80 and $81 
respectively 

EA CONTAINED INOPCODE ($080,$081.$082,$083) 
PC+ 1- PC 
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Assembly examples. 

eCD2 AC LDA RX LOAD ACCUMULATOR WITH THE VALUE IN THE X REGISTER 

eCD3 BD STA RY STORE I T I HTO THE Y REG I STER 

eCD4 AB IHCX INREMENT X REGISTER 

eCDS A9 IHCY IHCREMENT Y REGISTER 

eCD6 AA IHC RV IHCREMEHT SHORT DIRECT ADDRESABLE REGISTER - $82 

eCD7 AB IHC RW INCREMENT SHORT DIRECT ADDRESABLE REGISTER - $83 

3.3.4 Extended Addressing Mode - 2 Bytes 
In the extended addressing mode, the effective address is obtained by concatenating the four least signi
ficant bits of the opcode with the byte following the opcode (twelve bit address). Instructions using the 
extended addressing mode (JMP, JSR) are capable of branching anywhere in program space. An 
extended addressing mode instruction is two bytes long. 

OP &. EA(8:11) 
EA(O:7) 

Assembly examples. 

eCFe EC Fe A 

eCF2 e2 eCFS 

eCf3 9C F9 A 

EA (8: 11).(PC(O:3» 
PC+1-PC 
EA ( 0 : 7) • ( PC) 
PC+1-PC 

CI'P 

BHE SUBR! 

JMP SUBR2 

Cor'PARE ACCUMULATOR WITH THE VALUE SFe 

eCFS Be F7 A SUBR! JSR ROUT! 

3.3.5 Relative Addressing Mode - 1 Byte 
The relative addressing mode is only used in conditional branch instructions. In relative addressing the 
EA for a branch is formed by adding the sign extended lower five bits of the opcode (the offset) to the 
program counter if and only if the condition is true. Otherwise, control proceeds to the next instruction. 
The space of relative address is from - 15 to + 16 from the opcode address. 

OP&'RA(O:4) 

-
(PC(O:4)) -TEMP 
PC+1-PC 
EA • PC + TEMP IF BRANCH IS TAKEN 
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Assembly examples. 

eCA£l B£l 81 E£l A LDYI .$E£l 

£lCA3 A8 LIE! IHX 

£lCA4 IE £lCA3 BHE LIE! VALUE SIE CORRESPONDS TO - 2 .AND WILL 

* BE SUBSTRACTED FROM THE ACTUAL PC VALUE 
£lCAS A9 IHY 

£lCA6 IC £lCA3 BHE LIE! 

£lCA7 B3 RTS 

£lCA8 F£l LDA [Y) 

£lCA9 E4 CMP [X) VALUE $£l9 WILL BE ADDED TO THE ACTUAL 

* PC VALUE 
£lCAA £lEI £lCAB BHE SHDERR 

£lCAB 8C F7 A SHDERR JSR ROUTt 

3.3.6 Bit Set/Clear Addressing Mode - 2 Bytes 
In the bit set/clear addressing mode, the bit to be set or cleared is part of the opcode. The byte following 
the opcode specifies the direct address of the byte in which the specified bit is to be set or cleared. Thus, 
any bit in the 256 locations of data space memory, which can be written to, can be set or cleared. 

OPCODE 
EA 

Assembly examples. 

£lDEA 9D EE 

£lDEC D8 £l1 

£lDEE D9 £l1 

£lDF£l Dl 01 

PC + 1-' PC 
EA = ( PC ) + $ 000 
PC + 1-- PC 

A JMP STRB 

A ONE BSET £l.PORTS SET FIRST BIT OF PORTS 

A STRB BSET I.PORTB SEHD DATA STROBE. RISING EDGE 

A BCLR I.PORTS RETURH STROBE TO ZERO 

3.3.7 Bit Test and Branch Addressing Mode - 3 Bytes 
The bit test and branch addressing mode is a combination of direct addressing and relative addressing. 
The bit and condition (set or clear) which is to be tested is included in the opcode, and the data space 
address of the byte to be tested is in the single byte immediately following the opcode byte The third 
byte is sign extended to twelve bits and becomes the offset added to the program counter if the condi
tion is true, 
The single three-byte instruction allows the program to branch based on the condition of any bit in data 
space memory. The span of branching is from - 126 to + 129 from the opcode address. The state of the 
tested bit is also transferred to the carry flag. 
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OPCODE 
EA 
RA 

Assembly examples. 

PC+1-PC 
EA = (PC) + $ 000 
PC+1--PC 
(PC)- TEMP 
PC·l-PC 
EA2 = PC • TEMP IF BRANCH IS TAKEN 

eCAB Be e0 EF A START3 MYI PORTA.# ~ 11101111 

eCAE CB ee FD 0CAE START4 BRSET 3.PORTA.* 

eCBl B0 81 IE 

0CB4 Be 81 IE 

eCB7 8C BC JSR DEBNCE 

eCB9 CB 00 F2 eCAE BRSET 3.PORTA.START4 

3.3.8 Register - Indirect Addressing Mode - 1 Byte 
In the register-indirect addressing mode, the operand is at the address in data space pointed to by the 
contents of one of the indirect registers (X and V). The particular X or Y register is selected by bit 4 of the 
opcode. (X register = 0, Y register = 1). Bit 4 of the opcode is decoded into an address which selects 
the desired X or Y register ($80 or $81). A register-indirect instruction is one byte long. 

~-xorVI EA 

Assembly examples. 

eCCB 8C D6 JSR RANDOM 

eCCD El STA C XJ 

EA = ( $ 80 + PC ( 4) ) 
PC + 1- PC 

eCCE EA e8 ADDA +SEVSEG 

0CD0 BD TAY 

eCDI Fe LDA CVJ 

0CD2 8C D4 JSR DSPLY 

3.3.9 Inherent Addressing Mode - 1 Byte 
In the inherent addressing mode, all the information necessary to execute the instruction is contained in 
the opcode. These instructions are one byte long. 
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NO OPERAND NEEDED 

Assembly examples. 

ElEl219A £lC72 B5 ROLA 

ElEl221A £lC73 B4 COMA 

ElEl223A ElC74 B7 WAIT 

ElEl225A £lC75 B6 STOP 

3.3.10 Immediate Direct Addressing Mode 
The immediate direct addressing mode is used only with the MVI instruction, where a constant is trans
ferred into the data space memory without destroying the accumulator value. This applies to both register 
and RAM locations within data space 

OPCODE PC+1--PC 
EA EA = PC RAM ADDRESS 

DATA PC-PC 
PC- DATA ADDRESS 

...... PC + 1 -- PC DATA TRANSFERRED TO RAM 

Assembly examples. 

£lCS5 Bel £l4 FEl A MVI PORTA+DDR.,#SFEl BITS El - 3 INPUTS 

* BITS 4 - 7 OUTPUTS 
£lcss Bel £l5 FF A MVI PORTB+DDR, #SFF PORTB ALL I/O'S OUTPUTS 

£lCSB Bel 131 1313 A MYI PORTB,'# SElEl CLEAR PORTB 

£lCSE Bel El6 Ell A MYI PORTC+DDR,#sel BIT EI PORTe OUTPUT 

* OTHERWISE REST INPUTS 
£lC91 Bel 132 131 A MVI PORTC,# SEll SET BIT e PORTC 

3.4 INSTRUCTION SET 
Instructions are provided to manipulate data via an 8-bit accumulator, perform true bit manipulation, inte
ger arithmetic, bit test and branch operations, conditional branching, subroutine call and return,' and inter
rupt retu rn. 
Arithmetic operations include add memory to accumulator (ADD), subtract memory from accumulator 
(SUB), compare memory to accumulator (CMP), complement accumulator (COMA), increment and 
decrement memory (INC and DEC). 
The instruction set of the M~ family is symmetrical. This means that for most instructions, there is a 
complement instruction. Some of these instructions (plus complements) are listed below: 
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Load and Store LDA-STA 
BEQ-BNE 
ADD-SUB 
AND-ORA 
BCLR-BSET 
JSR-RTS 

Branch if Equal and Branch if Not Equal 
Add and Subtract 
Logic AND and Logic OR 
Bit Clear and Bit Set 
Jump to Subroutine and Return from Subroutine 

The symmetry provided by the M6804 family instruction set means that the programmer need only rem
ember a few separate instructions to know the entire instruction set. 
The M6804 MCU family has a set of 42 basic instructions, combined With nine addreSSing modes. The 
opcode map for these Instructions is shown In Table 3.7. Q" 
They can be diVided Into five different types. 

Register/Memory 
Read-Modify-Write 
Branch 
Bit Manipulation 
Control Instructions. 

3.4.1 Register/ Memory Instructions 

Most of these instructions use two operands One operand is the accumulator and the other operand is 
obtained from memory using one of the addressing modes. 
The Jump Unconditional (JMP) and Jump to Subroutine (JSR) instructions have no register operands 
Refer to Table 3.2 

3.4.2 Read-Modify-Write Instructions 
These Instructions read a memory location or a register, modify or test the contents, and then write the 
modified value back to memory or the register. Refer to Table 3.3. 

3.4.3 Branch Instructions 
In this set of instructions the program branches to a different routine when a particular condition is met. 
When the specified condition is not met. execution continues with the next instruction. Most of the 
branch instructions test the state of one or both of the condition code bits. Refer to Table 3.4. 
Each mnenomic of the branch instructions covers a range of 32 opcodes: e.g. BCC ranges from $40 
through $5F. The actual memory location (target address) to which the branch is made is formed by 
adding the sign extended lower five bits of the opcode to the contents of the program counter. 

3.4.4 Bit Manipulation Instructions 
These instructions are used on any bit in data space memory There are four types of bit manipulation 
instructions. 
One group either sets or clears any single bit in a memory byte This instruction group uses the bit setj 
clear addressing mode which is similar to direct addressing. The bit number (0-7) is part of the opcode 
The other group tests the state of any single bit In a memory location and branches if the bit is set or 
clear. These instructions have test and branch addressing. Refer to Table 3.5. 

3.4.5 Control Instructions 
These instructions manipulate condition code bits, control stack and interrupt operations, transfer data 
between the accumulator and X or Y registers, and do nothing (NOP). In the HCMOS versions there are 
WAIT and STOP instructions added. Refer to Table 3.6. 

3.5 IMPLIED INSTRUCTIONS 
Due to the fact that the accumulator and all other registers are located in RAM on the M6804, it is possi
ble to implement some additional instruCtions at the assembler level which do not have specific opcodes 
For example an ASLA (arithmetic shift left of accumulator) can be implemented by adding the accumula
tor to itself, i.e. ADD $FF: similarly, SUB $FF will effectively clear the accumulator written CLRA These 
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are known as Implied or assembler-recognised instructions, since the assembler will convert the mnem
onic to the appropriate instruction. 
Fig 32 shows the implied instructions recognised by the M6804 assembler 

ASSEMBLER 

ASLA 
CLRA 
OECA 
INCA 
CLRX 
CLRY 
OECX 
OECY 
INCX 
INCY 
LOXI 
LOYI 
TAX 
TAY 
TXA 
TVA 

INSTRUCTION 

ADD$FF 
SUB$FF 
OEC$FF 
INC$FF 
MVI #$0, XREG 
MVI #$0, YREG 
DEC $8IJ 
DEC $81 
INC $80 
INC $81 
MVI DATA, $80 
MVI DATA, $81 
STAX 
STAY 
LOA X 
LOAY 

Adds contents of the ACC to itself. 
Substr, contents of the ACC from itself, 
Subtract one from ACC. 
Add one to the ACC, 
MoveOtoX, 
MoveOtoY. 

Move constant into X 
Move constant into Y 

Figure 3.2. Assembler Recognized Instructions (derived) with no Opcode 

3.6 MOVE IMMEDIATE (MVI) INSTRUCTION 
The M6804 features a powerful new instruction that allows Immediate data to be transferred to data RAM 
with only one Instruction, MVI. 
When invoking MVI the accumulator is not used and the condition codes are not destroyed, Two exam
ples for use of the MVI instruction are shown in Fig 3.3. 

3.7 STOP AND WAIT INSTRUCTIONS 
In many low end applications the MCU spends much of ItS time waiting for external events to occur. In 
such cases, it is very useful to reduce the power consumption when the MCU is not actually at work, 
especially when low power consumption is critical. 
For this reason there are STOP and WAIT instructions on the HCMOS devices of the M6804 family 
The STOP instruction places the HCMOS MCU in its lowest power consumption mode. In STOP mode, 
the internal oscillator is turned off causing all internal processing and the timer to be halted. The timer 
status/control register bits are not changed, The external interrupt is enabled. All I/O lines remain 
unChanged. The processor can only be brought out of the STOP mode by pulling low either the JR(J or 
RrSET input pins During the exit from the STOP mode, the timer is used to provide a delay for the oscil
lator to stabilize. The TSCR will be as it was before, the counter register will be in an all zero state, 
The WAIT instruction places the MCU in a low-power consumption mode, but not as low as in the STOP 
mode. In WAIT mode, the clock is disabled from all internal circuitry except the timer circuit Thus all 
internal processing is halted. The timer may, if desired, continue to count down (by setting the PSI. bit in 
the TSCR), All other registers, memory and I/O lines remain in their last state, A timer interrupt (ETI bit) 
may be enabled by software prior to entering the WAIT mode to allow an exit via a timer interrupt Altern
atively an exit may be made by pulling low either the JR(J or RESET pins, 
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Examplli' 1 Port Initialization 

116865 codli' 116864 codli' 

MVI +SF6.PORTA+DDR 

STA PORTA+DDR 

Examplli' 2 Rp~d Porl A Immmlildialli'ly aflli'r load Port 8. and 
tli'5l on ZERO flag 

116865 codli' I16B64 codli' 

LDA PORTA rli'od Port A LDA PORTA rli'od Port A 

STA ATEI"P MVI .$AA.PORTS load Port B 

LDA .$AA SUS .se2 

STA PORTB load Port 8 SEQ NEXT tli'5t on ZERO bit flog 

LDA ATEMP wort< on prli'VIOU5 
rli'odlng 

SUB .se2 

SEQ NEXT tli'5t on ZERO flag 

Figure 3.3. Examples of MVI Instruction 

3.8 BIT MANIPULATION EXAMPLE 
The M6804 in common with the M6805. has the ability to set or clear any single random access memory 
(RAM) writable bit with a single instruction (BSET. BClR) Any bit in data space. including ROM. can be 
tested. using the BRSET or BRClR instructions. and the program branches as a result of its state. The 
carry bit equals the value of the bit referenced by BRSET or BRClR. A rotate instruction may then be used 
to accumulate serial input data in a RAM location or register. The capability to work with any bit in RAM. 
ROM or I/O allows the user to have individual flags in RAM or to handle I/O bits as control lines. 
The example in Fig. 3.4 illustrates the usefulness of the bit manipulation and test instructions 
Assume that the MCU is to communicate with an external serial device. The external device has a data 
ready signal. a data output line. and a clock line (to clock data one bit at a time. MSB first. out of the 
device). The MCU waits until data is ready. clocks the external device. picks up the data in the carry flag 
(C bit). clears the clock line. and finally accumulates the data bit in the accumulator. 
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M6S04 

Port A 

Ready 
2 

Serial Clock 
Device 1 

Data 
0 

aDsa CA aa FD aDsa SELF B~SET 2. PORTA. SELF WRIT FOR READY SIGNAL 

eD53 D9 aa A 
eD55 ca aa ea aD58 

* 
* aD58 B5 CONT 

* 
* 

BSET 
BRCLR 

ROLA 

I.PORTA DATA READY CLOCK IT IN 
a.PORTA.CONT TEST a - BIT LINE OF PORTA 

SO THAT DATA IS STORED IN 
CARRY BIT 

THE VALUE OF CARRY COMES INTO 
THE ACCUMULATOR 

Figure 3.4. Sit Manipulation Example 

3.9 PROGRAMMING INTERRUPTS 
The MCUs of the M6804 family provide only one user interrupt vector Nevertheless a timer interrupt IS 
possible although the technique is different on HMOS and HCMOS devices. In both cases, Interrupt poll
ing IS necessary In the Interrupt routine. 
In general the HMOS and HCMOS devices are interrupted by applYing a logic low signal to the fRO pin 
The HCMOS devices can also be interrupted by a timer counter underflow if the ETI bit (Enable Timer 
Interrupt) IS set in the TSCR. 
For HMOS devices It is necessary to generate a quasi timer interrupt in one of the following ways 

1. The timer is set to work in the output mode and the timer pin IS hardwired to the fRO Pin Bit 4 (Dout) of 
the TSCR should be "0" which will cause an Interrupt every time the timer counter decrements to zero 
At the same time bit 7 (TMZ) of the TSCR gets set to "I". Thus within the interrupt routine it is neces
sary to read the TMZ bit to determine the source of the interrupt A "1" indicates a timer interrupt. 
while "0" indicates an external interrupt Program control should then be diverted to the appropriate 
part of the interrupt routine, see Fig 3.11 

2. During normal program execution the state of the TMZ bit is periodically examined. If high, it indicates 
that the timer counter has decremented to zero, and program flow can then be directed to the interrupt 
routine 

Note that in HCMOS devices a timer InterrUpt can be enabled in both input or output modes. In either 
mode, the interrupt routine should contain the decision process described in pOint 1) to determine the 
source of the interrupt 
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Program / 

Interrupt 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Interrupt routine 
Store Aor 
Store Xor 
Store Vor W, V 

Which Interrupt? 

yes 

External Int. 

RTI 

ReloadAor 
Reload X or 
Reload V or W, V 

. Timer Int. 

Figure 3.11. Interrupt Flow Chart. 
Decision about Timer Interrupt or Hardware Interrupt is done by examining the situa

tion of bit TMZ of the Timer/Status Control Register. 
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E! 
Addressing Modes FleJ<..J" 

Short Bit'Set Bit- Test· Register 

Mnemonic Inherent Immediate Direct Direct Clear Branch Indirect Extended Rf~laIIVl~ I C 

ADD X X X 1\ 1\ 

AND X X X 1\ · 
ASLA Assembler converts this to "ADO $FF" · · 
BCC X · · 
BCLR X · · 
BCS X · · 
BEQ X · · 
BHS Assembler converts this to "BCC" · · 
BLO Assembler converts this to "aes" · · 
BNE X · · 
BRCLR X · 1\ 

BRSET X · 1\ 

~ 
BSH X · · 
CLRA Assembler converts this to "SUB $FF" 1\ II 

CT 
CD 

CLRX Assembler converts this to .. MVI $80,10" · · 
CLRY Assembler converts this to "MVI $81,10" · · ~ 

:'" 
CMP X X I I X 1\ 1\ 

COMA X I I II II 

3: DEC X. X I I X II · 
JJ i 0 

~ :r 
~ ... 

OECA Assembler converts this to "DEC $FF" II · 
OECX Assembler converts this to "DEC $fKl" II · 
OECY Assembler converts this to "DEC $8'" II · 
INC X X I I X II · 
INCA Assembler converts this to "'NC $FF" II · c 

n .. o· 
~ 

en 
CD 

INCX Assembler converts this to "INC $80" II · 
INCY Assembler converts this to ·'INC $8,,, II · 
JMP I I I X · · 
JSR I I 1 X · · 
LOA X X I X I I X 1\ · .. LOXI Assembler converts this to "MVI $SO,DATA" · · 
LOYI Assembler converts this to "MVI $81, DATA" · · MVI X X I I · · 
NOP Assembler converts this to "B.EO (PC) + 1" · · ROLA X 1\ II 
RTI X 1\ II 

RTS X · · 
STA X X X 1\ · STOp· X · · SUB X X X 1\ II 
TAX Assembler converts this to "S T A SOO" · · lAY Assembler converts this to "STA $81" · · lXA Assembler converts this to "LOA $00" · · TYA Assembler converts this to "LOA $81" · · WAIT· X I I I I J I I · · 

Flag Symbols Z; Zero. C; Carry / Borrow. ,,; Test and Set of T rue, Cleared OtherWise, .; Not Affected ·HCMOS ONLY 



-.. 
III 
cr 
CD 
W 
N 
:%I 
CD 

CQ 
iii' 
r+ 
CD 
~ 

W s: , CD 
(Jl 3 

0 

< 
5" 
III 
r+ .. 
c: 
(') 
r+ 
0' 
::l 
III 

Addressing Modes 

Indirect Immediate Direct Inherent Extended S hort-Direct 

Function IOPcodel'/#/ /'/'/ /'/'/ /'/'/ /'/', /'/'ISpecial Mnem XP I YP Bytes Cycles Opcode Bytes Cycles Opcode Bytes Cycles Opcode Bytes Cycles Opcode Bytes Cycles jOpcode Bytes Cycles Notes 

load A from Memory 

load X P from Memory 

FO eo LOA 

LDXI 

EB 

I 
2 4 

I 
Fe 

so 4 

Load YP from Memory LOY I SO 

Store A in Memory STA El Fl - - - F9 

Add to A ADD E2 F2 EA 2 4 FA I 2 I 4 

Subtract from A SUB E3 F3 4 I EB 2 4 FB I 2 I 4 

Arithmetic Compare CMP E4 F4 EC 2 4 FC 
with Memory 

AND Memory to A AND I E5 I F5 ED 2 4 FD I 2 I 4 

Jump to Subroutine 

Jump Unconditional 

JSR 

JMP 

f8 (TARI 

9ITARI 

Clear A CLRA FB 

Clear XP CLRX FB 

Clear YP CLRY FB 

Complement A COMA 
1 

- - - B4 I 1 I 4 

Move Immediate Value 
to Memory 

MVI 
ool3141BO 3 4 -

Rotate A Left and Carry ROLA - - - B5 

Arithmetic Left Shift of A IASLA I FA 2 

SPECIAL NOTES 
1 In Short-Direct addressing, the LDA mnemOnic represents opcode AC, AD, AE, and AF. ThiS is equivalent to RAM locations S80 (AC), $81 

2 In Short-Dlfect addressing, the STA mnemonic represents opcode BC, BD, BE, and BF. ThiS IS equivalent to RAM locations $80 (Bc), $81 
3 In Extended addreSSing, the four LSBs of the opcode (MnemOniC JSR and JMPI are formed by the four MSBs of the target address 
4 In Immediate addressing, the LDXI and LDYI are mnemonics which are recognIZed as follows 

LDXI ~ MVI S80,data 
LDYI ~ MVI S81,data Where data is a one-byte hexadecimal number. 

5 In both Immediate and Direct addressing, the MVI Instruction has the same opcode (801. 

II 

AC-AF 4 

4 

4 

BC-BF 4 2 

(AD), $82 IAE), and S83 IAF) 

IBD), $82 IBE), and S83 (BF) 
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~ 
0 1 

Low 0000 000' 

2 2 2 
0 BNE BNE 

0000 , AEL , AEL , 
2 2 2 , BNE BNE 

000' , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

2 BNE BNE 
00'0 , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
3 BNE BNE 

IJ 
0011 , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
4 BNE BNE 

0'00 , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

5 BNE BNE 
0101 , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
6 BNE BNE 

0110 , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

7 BNE BNE 
0'1' , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
8 8NE BNE 

'000 , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

9 BNE BNE 
'00' 

, REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

A BNE BNE 
'0'0 

, REL 2 REL , 
2 2 2 

B BNE BNE 
1011 , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
C BNE BNE 

1100 , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

0 BNE BNE 
1101 , REL , AEL , 

2 2 2 
E BNE BNE 

1110 , AEL , AEL , 
2 2 2 

F BNE BNE 
'1" , REL , REL , 

Abbreviations for Address Modes 

INH Inherent 
SoD Short Direct # 
B-T-B Bit Test and Branch 
IMM Immediate 
DIR Direct 
EXT Extended 
REL Relative 
esc Bit Setl Clear 
R-IND Register Indirect 

Branch Instructions 
2 3 4 :> 

00'0 0011 0'00 0101 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

AEL , AEL , AEL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ \,sEQ BCC BCC 
REL , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

REL , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 
REL , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

REL , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 
REL , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

REL , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 
REL , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

REL , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 
REL , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

REL , REL , REL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 
REL , REL , REL , 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

REL , AEL , AEL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 
REL , AEL , AEL , 

2 2 2 
BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 

REL , AEL , AEL , 
2 2 2 

BEQ BEQ BCC BCC 
REL , REl 1 REL , 

Indicates Instruction Reserved for Future Use 
Indicates Illegal Instruction 

Table 3_7. M6804 Opcode Map 
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6 7 
0'10 0111 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

AEL , REL , REL 

2 2 

BCS BCS 
REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL 1 REL , AEL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REl , AEL 

2 2 

BCS BCS 
AEL , AEL , AEL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

AEL , AEL , AEL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL 1 REL , AEL 

2 2 
BCS BCS 

REL , REL , REL 



II 
1000 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

4 

JRSn 
2 

4 

JSRn 
2 

Register/ Memory, Control, and Bit Manipulation Register/Memory and 
Read/ Modify/Write Instructions. Instructions Read/ Modify/ Write 

~ A B C D E F 

~ 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 '11' I Low 

4 4 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · MVI BRCLRO BCLRO LDA LDA 0 
EXT 2 EXT 3 IMM 3 8-T-8 2 esc 1 ~INO 1 R-IND 0000 

4 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · . BRCLR1 BCLR1 STA STA . 1 
EXT 2 EXT 3 8-T-B 2 esc 1 R-INO 1 A-IND 0001 

4 2 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · RTI BRCLR2 BCLR2 ADD ADD 2 
EXT 2 EXT 1 INH 3 BT-8 2 esc 1 A-INO 1 R-IND 0010 

4 2 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · RTS BRCLR3 BCLR3 SUB SUB 3 
EXT 2 EXT 1 INH 3 8-T-8 2 esc 1 R-IND 1 R-IND 0011 

4 4 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · COMA BRCLR4 BCLR4 CMP CMP 4 
EXT 2 EXT 1 INH 3 eTa 2 esc 1 A·INO 1 R·IND 0100 

4 4 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · ROLA BRCLR5 BCLR5 AND AND 5 
EXT 2 EXT 1 INH 3 8TB 2 esc 1 A-INO 1 A-INO 0101 

4 2 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · STOP BRCLR6 BCLR6 INC INC 6 
EXT 2 EXT 1 INH 3 B-T-B 2 esc 1 A INO 1 R·IND 0110 

4 2 5 4 4 4 

JMPn · WAIT BRCLR7 BClR7 DEC DEC 7 
EXT 2 EXT 1 INfl 3 eTa 2 esc 1 R-IND 1 R-IND 0111 

4 4 4 5 4 4 4 

JMPn INC DEC BRSETO BSETO lDA lDA 8 
EXT 2 EXT 1 So 1 s·o 3 BT·e 2 esc 2 IMM 2 OIR 1000 

4 4 4 5 4 4 

JMPn INC DEC BRSET1 BSET1 # STA 9 
EXT 2 EXT 1 SO 1 so 3 B-T-B 2 esc 2 OIR 1001 

4 4 4 5 4 4 4 

JMPn INC DEC BRSET2 BSET2 ADD ADD A 
EXT 2 EXT 1 so 1 SO 3 8-T-8 2 esc 2 IMM 2 OIR 1010 

4 4 4 5 4 4 

JMPn INC DEC BRSET3 BSET3 SUB SUB B 
EXT 2 EXT 1 s·o 1 so 3 8·T-B 2 esc IMM 2 OIR 1011 

4 4 4 5 4 4 

JMPn LDA STA BRSET4 BSET4 CMP CMP C 
EXT 2 EXT 1 so 1 5·0 3 B-T·B 2 esc 2 IMM OIR 1100 

4 4 4 5 4 4 4 

JMPn LDA STA BRSET5 BSET5 AND AND D 
EXT 2 EXT 1 so 1 so 3 B-T·B 2 esc 2 IMM 2 OIR 1101 

, 
4 4 4 5 4 4 

JMPn LOA STA BRSET6 BSET6 # INC E 
EXT 2 EXT 1 5·0 1 so 3 8·T-8 2 esc 2 OIR 1110 

4 4 4 5 4 4 

JMPn lOA STA BRSED BSED # DEC F 
EXT 2 EXT 1 so 1 so 3 B-T-8 2 esc 2 OIR "11 

LEGEND 

F +_-+ ___________ --:;:>' Opcode in Hexadecimal 

1111 

Cycles ----~4 

Mnemonic -----+--~ LOA 
Bytes----~ 

Opcode in Binary 

"'-----------Address Mode 

Table 3.7. M6804 Opcode Map (Continued) 
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Addressing Modes 

Indirect Direct Short-Direct 
pcode , , , , , , Special 

Function Mnem XP YP Bytes Cycles Opcode Byte. Cycles Opcode Byte. Cycles Notes 

Increment Memory Location INC E6 F6 1 4 FE 2 4 AS·AB 1 4 1.3 

Increment A INCA - - - - FE 2 4 - - - -
Increment XP INCX - - - - - - - AS 1 4 -
Increment YP INCY - - - - - - - A9 1 4 -
Decrement Memory Location OEC E7 F7 1 4 FF 2 4 BB·BB 1 4 2.4 

Decrement A OECA - - - - FF 2 4 - - - -
Decrement XP OECX - - - - - - - BS 1 4 -
Decrement YP OECY - - - - - - - B9 1 4 -

SPECIAL NOTES 

1 In Short-Direct addressing. the INC mnemonic represents opcode A8. A9, AA, and AB These are equIvalent to RAM locatIons $80 (AB), $81 IA9). $82 (AAI, 
and $83 lAB) 

2. In Short· Direct addressing. the DEC mnemonic represents opcode B8, B9, SA. and BB These are equIvalent to RAM locations $80 IBB), $81 IB91. $82 tBAI, 
and S83 IBBI. 
In Indirect addressing, the INC mnemonic represents opcode E6 or F6, and causes the location pOInted to by XP IE6 opcode) or YP (F6 opcode) to be incremented 

4. In Indiract addressing, the INC mnemonic represents opcode E7 or F7, and causes the location pOInted to by XP IE7 opcodel or YP IF7 opcodel to be incremented. 

Table 3.3. Read-Modify-Write Instructions 

Relative Addressing Mode 

/I /I Special 
Function Mnem Opcode Bytes Cycles Notes 

Branch if Carry Clear BCC 40·5F 1 2 1 

Branch if Higher or Same IBHSI 40·5F 1 2 1,2 
Branch if Carry Set BCS 6O·7F 1 2 1 

Branch if Lower IBLOI 6O·7F 1 2 1,3 
Branch If Not Equal BNE OO·lF 1 2 1 

Branch if Equal BEQ 20·3F 1 2 1 

SPECIAL NOTES 

1. Each mnemonic of the Branch Instructions covers a range of 32 opcodes; e.g., BCC ranges from 40 through 5F. The 
actual memory location (target addressl to which the branch is made is formed by adding the sign extended lower five 
bit:; of the opcode to the contents of the program counter. 

2. Tho! BHS instruction (shown in parentheses) is identical to the BCC instruction. The C bit is clear if the register was higher 
or the same as the location in ttie memory to which it was compared. 

3. The BLO instruction (shown in parentheses) is identical to the BCS instruction. The C bit is set if the register was lower 
than the location in memory to which it was compared. 

Table 3.4. Branch Instructions 

Addressing Modes 

Bit Setl Clear Bit Test and Branch 

/I /I /I /I Special 
Func:tion Mnem Opcode Bytes Cycles Opcode Bytes Cycles Note 

Branch IFF Bit n is set BRSET n (n=O . .7) - - - C8+n 3 5 1 

Branch IFF Bit n is clear BRCLR n (n= 0 . .7) - - - CO+n 3 5 1 

Set Bit n BSET n (n=O . .7) 08+n 2 4 - - - 1 

Clear Bit n BCLR n (n=O. .7) OO+n 2 4 - - - 1 

SPECIAL NOTE 

L The opcode is formed by adding the bit number (0·7) to the basic opcode. For example: to clear bit six using the BSET6 
instruction the opcode becomes DE (08+6); BCLR5 becomes (CO+5); etc. 

Table 3.5. Bit Manipulation Instructions 
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Add.euing Model 

Short-Di.ect Inherent Relative , , , , , , Special 
Function Mnem Opcode Bytes Cycles Opcode Bytes Cycles Opcode Bytes Cycles Notes 

T •• not .. A to XP TAX BC , 4 - - - - - - -
T •• not., A to YP TAY BD , 4 - - - - ~ -

T •• not .. XP to A TXA AC , 4 - - - - - - -
T •• not .. YP to A TVA AD ! 4 - - - - - - -
Return from Subroutine RTS - - - B3 , 2 - - - -

Return from IntornJPI RTI - - - B2 , 2 - - - -
No-O_.1ion NOP - - - - - - - - - , 
Stop STOP - - - 86 1 2 - - - -
Wait WAIT - - - 87 1 2 - - - -

SPECIAL NOTE o . The NOP instruction is equivalent to a b.anch il equal (BEQI to the location designated by PC + , 

Table 3.6. Control Instructions 
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Development Tools 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Motorola Microsystems assists you with advanced Development Systems during the entire design cycle 
of your 6804 design. 
The M6804 processors are amongst the most complex integrated circuits. It is mandatory for a designer 
to understand and analyze all processes (externally and internally) to achieve a proper and reliable appli
cation of the M6804. A voltmeter and oscilloscope are necessary, but not sufficient by themselves. You 
will also need A REAL TIME EMULATOR. This enables the substitution of the M6804 in your application, 4 
as well as providing the interface to a high performance computer. This computer prepares the informa- , 
tion coming from the emulator so that programs can be written and debugged easily. 

The basic work station for your 6804 design is comprised of two important elements: 

• A central development computer 
• A hardware development station 

A block diagram is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

HARDWARE 
CUSTOMER'S 

( CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT 
NEWM6804 

I~ DEVELOPMENT " STATION == " HARDWARE 
.J COMPUTER RS-232 HDS-200 DESIGN 

0 0 0 + PERSONALITY LINK 

MONITOR 

Figure 4.1. General Block Diagram of an M6804 Development Station 

4.2 CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT COMPUTERS 

For the Central Development Computer Motorola can offer the following options: 

• Single or multi-user station. 
• 6804 development support only; upgradable support for all Motorola 8-bit processors; or upgrad

able support for all Motorola 8/16(.32-bit processo~. 
• Mass-storage between 300 Kbyte and 100 Mbyte. 

Common to all development computers are the following: 

• Cross-macroassembler for M6804 
• Screen oriented CRT-editor 
• Convenient utilities provided by operating system 
• Communication support for remote development station 

Thus, Motorola's product range can cover a/l the different needs of an M6804 designer . 

.lL1 



price 

I VME/10 I 

performance 

8-bitCPU 16-bit CPU 

single-user I multi-user I 

support for M6804 and all Motorola 8-bit processors 

additionnal support for all I Motorola 16/32-bit processors 

XDOS I MDOS I 
OPERATING SYSTEM 

VERSAdos, UNIX System V 

Figure 4.2. Product Overview Central Development Computer 

The criteria to select among the central development computers are as follows 

• How fast do I want data processed (i.e. assembly speed)? Select between an 8- and 16-blt CPU. 
• Is there only one engineer or are there several engineers working in parallel' Select between a single 

or multi-user system 
• Do I plan to use this computer for other processors as well? Select between 8-bit only and 8/16/32-

bit computers. 
• How much data am I going to create? Select between 

EXORset : 2 x 160 Kbyte floppy (XOOS) 
expandable to 1.3 Mbyte 

EXORciser : 2 x 0.5 Mbyte floppy (MOOS) 
expandable to 2 Mbyte 

VME/l0 15 Mbyte Winchester (VERSAdos/UNIX) 
+ 0.5 Mbyte floppy 

EXORmacs 15 Mbyte Lark Winchester (VERSAdos/UNIX) 
or 32 Mbyte Hard disk (VERSAdos/UNIX) 
or 50 Mbyte Lark W,lchester (VERSAdos/UNIX) 
or 96 Mbyte Hard disk (VERSAdos/UNIX) 



4.3 THE HDS-200 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT STATION 
Apart from the central development computer, which is independent of the target processor, the second 
important element of any development work station is the Hardware Development Station. 
This station is dependent on the target processor. For the M6804 family, Motorola Microsystems offers 
the popular HDS-200 station, which can also support any member of the M68)5 processor family The 
features of the HDS-200 station are· 

• RS-232 link to central development computer, allowing long distance operation independent of the 
type of central development computer. 

• Supports all M6804/M6805 processors by exchanging different personality emulators (see ordering 
information in section 4.6). 

• Real-time emulation of all processor features. 
• Assembly/disassembly of object code 
• Emulation RAM to load/display/modify object code 
• Macro commands to simplify debug session 
• Chained breakpoints 
• Breakpoints applicable to program flow and/or data access 
• HELP function 
• Printer port 
• Cost saving structure 

The cost-saving structure of the HDS-200 system becomes obvious when you consider that it provides all 
the basic features of a realtime emulator common to all M6804/M6805 processors. Only the pers(mality is 
totally processor dependent since it acts as an adaptor between your hardware and the generic HDS-200. 
If you want to work with different processors in the M6804/M6805 family, just exchange the personality 
and continue to use your development computer and the HDS-200. 

4.4 DEBUGGING WITH THE HDS-200 
The use of the HDS-200's features can be best explained by looking at the typical design cycle of a mic
rocomputer application: 
The first contact between the design engineers and the development system is established when the 
details of software and hardware are finalized. Let us focus on the software side. 
Any new software will have to be keypunched the first time. A screen oriented editor aids you in typing 
your M6804 assembler source code into one of Motorola's central development computers. This editor 
will also store it on the appropriate mass-storage device or will divert it to a printer which can be con
nected to any Motorola development system. As long as you want to make changes to your source code, 
the editor will help you, 
Once the editing work is finalized, you can call the cross-macroassembler for M6804. This will translate 
your source code into executable hexadecimal object code, These cross-assemblers on VME/l0 and 
EXORmacs provide you with important features such as structure commands, With extra commands like 
FOR .. TO, WHILE.,DO, IF ... THEN .. ,ELSE, the M6804 reaches a level of convenience which only high-level 
languages can give, The object code is transposed into a special Motorola format the S-record, which 
can then be downloaded into the HDS-200 at a speed of 9600 Baud, and stored in the emulation RAM. 
Since the emulator is basically an M6804 processor in discrete logic, the software functionality can be 
checked under real-time conditions running in the emulator. The object code is stored in the emulation 
RAM, Thus you can display and modify it at any time, ego when a bug must be located and fixed. 
To keep you constantly informed about the status of your program, a disassembler translates your object 
code back into source code mnemonics, If you want to insert new instructions you do not have to start 
editor/assembler and downloader again, Instead, the line-assembler of the HDS-200 assembles your new 
statements into hexadecimal object code. If you forget how to do this or how to use other features of the 
HDS-200, just call for HELP and you will be informed of the options. There are many options which are 
very flexible in that they allow the insertion of parameters. To make use of these options as well as to 
simplify your debug work, you can define macrocommands which are a user-defined sequence of possi
ble HDS-200 commands. These macros can be stored to have them available at all times. 
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Meanwhile, the hardware engineer has put together all elements of the design and wants to test its func
tionality. Together with the HDS-200, he can simulate the presence of the M6804 and can thus try to 
access all of the hardware elements under the control of the central development computer. 
The final step is the system integration where software and hardware are brought together and tested. 
The HDS-200 assists you in this. Since the whole system has become more complex by now, a feature 
like chained breakpoints (one breakpoint is armed only if another one was reached before) helps a lot 
External signals can be controlled by software and visualized on a logic analyzer or oscilloscope which 
can be synchronized by the HDS-200. Fig. 4-3 gives four examples of typical HDS-200 screens during a 
debug session. 
Finally, when everything is running as desired, just remove the emulation plug and insert the 'real' M6804. 

COMMAND DESCRIPTION MEMORY DISPLAY/MODIFY 

Figure 4.3. Emulation Features of the HDS-200 
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4.5 SINGLE USER VS. MULTI-USER 
If both hardware and software designers can share the same work station. a single-user station like the 
EXORset or VME/lO would be the best choice for you. If you want to cut down your design time and 
require several engineers to work in parallel. or if you have several projects with M6804 and other Motor
ola microprocessors. or if you have a multi-processor application. a multi-user station is more advisable. 

Possible configurations of development systems are shown in Figs. 4-4 to 4-7. 

EXORSET 

INCL. MONITOR RS-232 EMULAT 

320K BYTE 
HDS- 200 PERSONALITY 

lL 

ION PLUG 

FLOPPY , 
TO PRINTER 

CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT COMPUTER HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT STATION 

Figure 4.4. Single-User M6804 Development Workstation Minimum Configuration 
with EXORset 

VME/10 

INCL.MONITOR 
15MBYTE 

WINCHESTER 

O.5MBYTE 
FLOPPY 

MVME 410 

~ 
JOPRINTER 

~ 
w 
:E 
> 
:E 

RS-232 

-

TO OTHER 
COMPUTERS 

I 
CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT COMPUTER 

HDS-200 PERSONALITY 

HARWARE DEVELOPMENT STATION 

EMUL , ATION 
PLUG 

Figure 4.5. Single-User M6804 Development Workstation Mid-Range Configuration 
with VME/10 
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II 

TO OTHER COMPUTERS 

0 I HARD DISK r--
UP TO 96 MBYTE 

o 0 0 

I l FLOPPY DISK . ~ 
BACKUP 1M BYTE 

: PERSONALITY 
EMUL 

RS 232 HDS 200 

I PRINTER Jt= :! 
EXORmacs 

U 
U 
:! RS 232 

: PERSONALITY 
EMUL t DATA I/O .~ HDS 200 

PROM PROGRAM. MCCM 

I I 

0 0 0 
000 000 000 

CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT COMPUTER HARDWRE DEVELOPMENT STATION 

Figure 4.6. Multi-user M6804 development system here: 
four user EXORmacs configuration 

Figure 4.7. VME/10 Central development computer with HDS-200 hardware 
development station 
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4.6 ORDERING INFORMATION 

FUNCTION PART NUMBER 

HARDWARE 
• Development station HDS-2oo M68HDS202 

6804 Personality emulators working 
with HDS-2OO 

• MC6804P2 M6804P2HM 

• MC68HC04P2/P3 . M68HC04P23HM 

6805 Personality Emulators working 

with HDS-200 

• MC146805E2 M146805E2HM 

• MC146805F2/MC14Q8705F2 M146805F2HM 

• M C 146805G2/M C 1468705G2 M146805G2HM 

• MC68HC05C4 M68HC05C4HM 

• M C6805P2/P3/P4/M C68705P3/P5 M6805P234HM 

• M C6805R2/R3/U2/U3/IQ/M C68705R3/U3 M6805RU23HM 

• M C6805S2/MC68705S3 M6805S2HM 

• MC6805T2 M6805T2HM 

• Exorset Development Computer M68Cl9SET1oo 

• VME/lO Development Computer M68K102B2 

• RS-232 Interface for VME/lO . MVME400 

• Printer interface for VME/1 0 MVME410 

• EXORmacs Multi-user Development 

Computer with 16 Mbyte Lark Winchester M68KMACSL2-512 

• 4 X RS-232 expansion M68KMCCM 

• Terminal for EXORmacs M68SXD10255A 

• Floppy disk backup dnve M68DSK4-2E 

• Printer for EXORset / VME/1O / EXORmacs 
250 characters/sec dot matrix M68PRT4ooN2 

SOFTWARE 

• CRT Editor, Operating system 
and download software Comes with central development computer 

• 6804 Assembler for EXORset / EXORciser Comes with personality 

• 6804 Assembler on VMEJ1 0 . M68V4XBASM 

• 6804 Assembler on EXORmacs Contact sales office 
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Self-Check and Testing 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the test philosophy of the M6804 using the SELF-CHECK and 
the ROM VERIFY modes. These two test mechanisms are used during the production phase of the 
device and provide the user with test procedures which, when passed, assure the total functionality of the 
chip. To implement these test concepts only simple test circuits are required externally, or alternatively 
they can be run under control of an LSI tester. 
Four modes of operation are provided in the MC6804/MC68HC04 MCU's. Single Chip (default), Non
User, Self-Check and Rom Verify If at the exit of Reset (external reset or power-on reset), the mode 
select pin (MDS) is held high, the states of pins PA6 and PA7 are latched and decoded to determine the 
chip operating mode. 
The M6804 contains two separate ROM spaces the contents of which will change based on customer 
pattern requirements, the Data ROM and the Program ROM (see Figure 2-2). The contents of each ROM 
are verified to be correct at test time. The Data ROM is verified during Self-Check mode, the Program 
ROM is verified in ROM Verify mode. Note that it is not necessary to know the ROM contents to perform 
these tests. 

CLOCK IN 
110MHll---"-! 

+5V 
4,7k 6 MOS 

r----'-f TIMER 

J3 

OUT 

J2 

+5V 
LS125A 

10k 

nm 2 

+5V 

6. 
10k 

Figure 5.1. Self-Check Circuit 

5 -1 

5. 
2 LEO#, 330 

4 

6 

+5V 

IRQ FOR PARAMETRIC TESTS 
or 

STOP & WAIT TEST ON 68HC04 
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5.2 SELF-CHECK MODE 
The self-check capability of the M6804 MCU provides an internal check to determine if the part is func
tIOnal without the need of an external tester To facilitate testing, a signature analysis circuit has been 
Included on the chip This CIrCUIt consists of a 16-bit shift register configured to perform a Cyclic Redun
dancy Check (CRC) uSing the cCln polynomial It is memory mapped in two bytes of data space at 
addresses $OA and $OB. (All addresses will refer to the MC68HC04P3 address map.) 
To perform a functional check of the MCU, a simple external circuit needs, to be connected as shown in 
Figure 5-1 and ItS operation IS visualized on the LEOS on Port A. The MOS, PA7 pins are held high while 
PA6 pin IS held low during a RESET low to high transition, which forces the Self-Check mode to be 
selected. Then the Self-Test program located in program space (address $800 - $95F and $FFS - $FFB) is 
executed, causing all data on the bus to be monitored by the CRe. 
The self-test program was designed to exercise as many portions of the processor as possible in less 
than 350 bytes It is diVided into six sections which are described below. Also reference to Figure 5-2 
should be made 

• Stack Test 
ThiS test verifies the stack by filling it with four successive subroutine calls and emptying it with five 
successive returns. The entire stack IS filled and emptied twice. 

• I/O Ports Test 
All ports are tested as inputs and outputs beginning with port C and ending with port A The value 
$FF followed by $00 is successively written out of each port in output mode and then read back on 
each port in input mode. Data read back is checked by the CRe. 

• RAM Test 
ThiS routine tests RAM with several bit patterns. The first pattern is a walking T to find address 
decode problems This is followed by two complementary checkerboard patterns ($55/$AA and 
$AA/$55). Each pattern is read back and checked by the CRe. The RAM is cleared after the third pat
tern test 

• Timer Test 
This routine tests the timer functions in both the input and output mode of operation All bits of the 
Timer Status Control Register (TSCR) are exercised. 
In the output mode the timer counts down from $FF to $00. The TIMER pin is monitored to make 
sure It does not change from logiC "1" to logic "0" until a timer underflow occurs. 
In the input mode a low to high transition is forced on the TIMER pin to clock the prescaler The 
same operation IS repeated to check each prescaler tap. On the MC68HC04 chip, additional tests are 
performed for the "STOP" and "WAIT" instructions, and also the timer input gated modes. 

• Data Space ROM 
Each byte of the data space ($00 - $FF) is circulated through the CRC registers by adding it to the 
accumulator If any byte is improperly fetched, the final CRC result will be incorrect This includes 
unimplemented data space bytes which are equal to $FF. 

• Parametric Test (Electrical) 
After the self-test program has verified the functionality of the MCU, it enables parametric testing of 
the port pins and TIMER pin By causing an IRO all ports and the TIMER pin are switched to outputs 
and forced high Subsequent IROs are then used to toggle these pins alternately low and high, 
allOWing the source and Sink capabilities of the output buffers to be measured. 

The interrupt service routine is entered several times during the self-test program. The ALU and Accumu
lator as well as the index registers X and Yare used extensively throughout the program. All instructions 
and addreSSing modes are exercised 
As self-test is run, tt:1e result of each test is displayed on the port A LEOs. If the part operates properly, the 
LEOs will flicker briefly then settle to the final state which indicates the signature analysis verified state. 
Any other stable LED state indicates a failure in the next section of self-test Figure 5-2 shows the overall 
test algOrithm as well as the LED results after each step. 
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NOTE: 
Four CRC values are checked during execution of the self-test program. These values are determined by 
running the self-test on the SIM6804jSIMHC04 software simulators and stored in program space The 
first three depend on the self-test program only, while the fourth depends on the data space ROM con
tent (user dependent). The CRC value that the self-test program uses to validate the data space must be 
recalculated for each new data space ROM pattem. 

5.3 ROM VERIFY MODE 
The ROM verify mode is used to check, by means of signature analysis, the contents of the program 
space ROM of the M6804. In this mode, the processor (under hardware control only) executes a PC incre
mentation sequence from the start address $CXX) to end address $FFF and the ROM contents are routed 
to the CRC check circuitry via the X-BUS. 
To initiate the ROM verify mode the MDS, PA7, PA6 pins are held high during a RESET low to high trans
itIOn. A reset action in ROM verify mode presets the CRC circuit to a known precalculated value (named 
CRC seed value) and forces $CXX) into the Pc. Upon exit from reset. the PC increments and performs a 
CRC check on each byte addressed. After the last byte ($FFF) is checked, the contents of the CRC regis
ters are moved out of the chip and should have the value of $AA and $55 - if the program space ROM is 
properly programmed. The circuit shown in Figure 5.3 will turn on the lower LED ("ROM good") If the 
CRC high and low bytes have complementary values 

NOTE: 
Unimplemented program space ROM locations are also tested and should read as $00. 
The initial CRC value (seed) must be recalculated for each new program or data space ROM con
tents. 
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ApprlCCllion Ideas and Hints 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The low cost of the M6804. coupled with the inherent flexibility offered by an MCU approach. makes it 
suitable for almost any type of application where some form of logical control is required 
In many cases it offers a cost effective alternative to a dedicated hardware circuit based around CMOS or 
TTL logic. The exceptionally low power requirements of the CMOS 68HC04 further extend the family vers
atility. finding application in automoti"e. telecommunication and battery powered equipments 
This versatility is illustrated in the application examples which follow. 

6.2 HARDWARE EXAMPLES 

6.2.1 TV Synthesiser (Fig 6.1) 

In this example the MC6804P2 is used to form the heart of a low cost tuning and control system for colour 
or monochrome TV 
The UAA 4800 (available in 1985) is a frequency synthesiser designed to cover the VHF and UHF bands 
up to 1 GHz. It contains a -:- 8 prescaler. reference divider. 15 bit programmable divider. phase compara-
tor. filter amplifier. and 4 open collector band switches. The MC 6804P2 supplies control information to II 
the IC in serial form via a 2 wire bus consisting of data and clock signals. To synthesise a particular fre-
quency it is necessary to shift in a 15 bit word to the programmable divider corresponding to the divide " 
ratio for that frequency. It is thus possible to synthesise a large range of nominal channel frequencies by 
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Figure 6.1. Manual TV Synthesiser 
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altering this 15 bit word according to an algorithm or look-up table stored In the MCU ROM 
User interface is through a local keyboard, which is scanned and read directly by the MCU ports. In this 
example 12 I/O lines are available for this purpose, allowing up to 36 commands arranged as a 6 x 6 
matrix 
Once the user has selected a particular channel, he has the possibility to store It under a program number 
for future recall in the MCM 2801. This IS a non-volatile memory, arranged as 16 x 16 bits, which retains 
data even when the TV is powered down. The MC 6804P2 IS responsible for reading and writing of the 
necessary data, i.e. the programmable diVider ratIO and band information, and handles all Interface 
requirements of the memory Up to 16 programs can be stored in one MCM 2801 
Another function handled by the MCU is to send control data to an LED driver circuit for display of chan
nel or program number. The UAA 2022 is a 16 segment driver for up to 2 digits, while the MC 14499 will 
handle up to 4 digits In both cases data IS clocked serially Into the chip via a 3 wire bus (data, clock, 
enable), although the data and clock lines can be shared between all the peripherals to maximise I/O 
useage. 
Since many of the system features are software depBndent, each manufacturer can customise It accord
ing to his ~shes - e.g. In the method of program storage, channel search, display, etc. In thiS way he 
g(3ts the advantages of low cost and low component count but Without saCrifiCing the indiViduality of 
design which may be essential to the success of the final product 

6.2.2 AM/FM Radio Synthesiser (Fig. 6.2) 
The MC 145157 IS a digitally controlled frequency syntheslser usmg PLL techniques It contams a 14 bit 
reference divider, a 14 bit frequency diVider, two phase detectors and a lock detector Silicon-gate CMOS 
technology allows low power and high frequency operation, with a guaranteed ~N of at least 22 MHz @ 

5V 25°C 
In this application it is used in conjunction With the MC 68HC04P3 to make a low power digital tuning and 
display system for use in radio, espeCially portables and car radios where power consumption IS Import
ant Information for either the reference diVider or frequency diVider ratio IS transferred In serial form to 
shift registers on the MC 145157 via the Data and Clock Inputs, with an extra bit added to determine 
which of the dividers is selected. Each low-to-hlgh transition of the clock shifts one bit of data. Once the 
MCU has transferred 15 bitS, it must pull the LE (Latch Enable) pm high to latch the data Into the appro
priate diVider 
For AM coverage, the output from the tuner local oscillator IS coupled directly into the frequency diVider 
mputofthe MC 145157 
For FM a prescaler (-7- P) IS reqUired, In thiS case a -7- 20, the MC 3396 The phase comparator outputs 
0R and 0V provide loop error signals which are Integrated and amplified m the MC 1458, and the result
ant voltage IS applied to the local oscillator vancap to control the tuning pOint Alternatively a second 
phase detector output IS available on PDout m the form of a tristate loop error signal The LD (Lock 
detect) pm goes high when the loop IS In lock, and could be used to drive a visual mdlcator 
The reference diVider ratIO (-7- R) is selected accordmg to the band coverage and step size reqUired For 
example, With a 4 MHz reference, a ratio of 4cxx) will produce a step size of 1 KHz and maximum fre
quency of 16 MHz, sUitable for AM For FM, a ratIO of 3200 will produce a step size of 25 KHz and maxI
mum frequency of 400 MHz Other villues are possible by altering either R,P or the reference oscillator 
SpecifiC stations can be memOrised m the MC 68HC04P3 RAM by storing the frequency diVider ratio (15 
bits) correspondmg to that station. With 124 bytes available It IS possible to store 30 stations or more 
During power down thiS information IS preserved by putting the MCU Into "STOP' mode, which requires 
very little supply current, small enough to give long life With even small capacity batteries 
Frequency display IS made With an MC 144117 driVing a 4 digit LCD display. Data for display IS shifted 
serially Into thiS CirCUit from the MC 68HC04P3 via Data, Clock and Enable lines 
User commands are given through a local keyboard which can be scanned and read directly from the 
MCU ports. Since all control functions such as search, station memOrise, station recall, etc are a function 
of software routines, there is conSiderable scope to give IndiViduality to the fmal product The 1.7K ROM 
of the Me 68HC04P3 IS large enough to allow a high degree of sophisticatIOn m the product, but the over
all system cost IS low enough for mass market use. 
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Figure 6.2. AM/FM Radio Synthesiser 

6.2.3 Multiplex Wiring Corner Outstation (Fig. 6.3) 
Multiplex wIring In a car is a system which uses serial communications with local decoding and load 
switching to replace the conventional wiring system of individual wires from each switch to each load. 
Using a multiplex system results in a less complicated wiring harness with less connectors (hence 
improved reliability). reduced weight and the ability to feed back more diagnostic information to the 
driver and garage mechanic. The reason that such systems are not yet a production reality is simply a 
question of economics. in that the electronics involved have been more expensive than the savings 
resulting from the reduction in complexity of the wiring harness. 
The MC 68HC04P2 is ideal for this application. combining. as It does. low cost and low power dissipation 
with a powerful and efficient instruction set 
In the implementation shown in the diagram the TCF56CX) universal microprocessor power supply part is 
used to supply the MC 68HC04P2 with 5V and a reset signal and also includes a watchdog and a low vol
tage inhibit facility Additionally the TCF56CX) provides a 30V supply to drive the gates of the n-channel 
TMOS load switches so that they can be used as high side (i.e. between battery and load) sWitches which 
is more efficient than using p-channel TMOS parts. 
The 20 I/O pins of the MC 68HC04P2 make it possible to drive up to seven loads. assuming that full load 
status sensing is Implemented and that address selection is by wire links on the board (so that the same 
program can be used for all locations). as shown in the diagram. Variation of the load status sensing 
strategy. or putting the outstation address in the data space ROM will make more I/O lines available for 
additional load control or for other purposes such as control of a simple A/D converter to provide an 
interface with a local sensor. 
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Use of the bit manipulation instructions makes the task of decoding and encoding the senal information 
on the data bus simple to do under software control without the requirement for any special hardware, 
other than buffering This means that the communicatIOns protocol IS totally flexible and under the sys
tem designers control. with no concessions having to be made due to the infleXibility of a hardware 
based senal communication scheme 
The availability of an HCMOS version of the microcomputer IS particularly beneficial in this application as 
it is necessary to cater for the cor,ditions that occur with the car sWitched off. In this situation it is neces
sary to minimise the drain on the battery to ensure that the car will still start after being left for a period of 
some weeks (whilst the owner is on holiday, for instance). It is also necessary, however, that the system 
should remain active during this period so that those loads that can be switched on, such as hazard flash
ers, parking lights and courtesy lights, can be controlled by the multiplex system 

6.2.4 Cruise Control (Fig. 6.4) 

Cruise control is a system whereby the speed of a car is maintained at a fixed value, determined by the 
driver, without the driver having to touch the accelerator. The driver has three or four direct controls and 
one or two indirect controls 

The direct controls are. 
1 Enable. This is simply an on/off control. 
2. Accelfset This control has two functions. If actuated momentarily the control unit memorises current 

road speed as .: ,e controlled speed If actuated continuously the car is accelerated until the control is 
released, when the speed at that point is memorised. 

3. Resume. This control causes the system to resume control at the last memorised speed after it has 
been de-activated by one of the indirect control switches. 

4. Decel/set (Optional) This control functions in the same way as the Accel/set, but decelerates the car 
when continuously operated. 
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Figure 6.4. Cruise Control 

The indirect controls consist of sWitches on the brake and clutch (if there IS one) pedals that cause the 
system to de-activate immediately either of the pedals is touched. 
The system controls speed by controlling the position of an actuator that operates on the accelerator 
linkage, usually at the engine end, which IS arranged in such a way as to not interfere with the normal 
operation of the linkage. 
The MC 6804J2 is ideal for this application as it IS small and cheap, but has a powerful and efficient 
instruction set. 
The limited I/O available on the 20 pin MC 6804J2 is more than adequate for this task, a..s can be seen 
from the diagram. The scheme chosen for this implementation IS to use a vacuum actuator to position the 
throttle with a vacuum pump to control it in one direction (acceleration) and a vacuum dump valve to 
control it in the other. The only addition that could be required is a second, larger vacuum dump valve if 
the requirements of immediate deactivation on operation of the brake or clutch switches cannot be met 
by the valve used for control. There are a variety of other actuators available for controlling the throttle 
position, but three output lines are adequate for all of them. Some control schemes call for the throttle 
position to be measured, but the MC 6804J2 has adequate spare I/O lines to control a simple off board 
A/D converter 
The particular advantage of uSing the MC 6804J2 In this application is that It IS possible to use a more 
sophisticated control algOrithm than it is With the custom CIrCUIt or standard gate approach that is nor
mally used, while still remaining cost competitive The bit manipulation Instructions make the device 
especially easy to use In this application where individual port lines are assigned specific tasks 

6.2.5 Electronic Telephones (Figs 6.5, 6.6) 
The HCMOS MC 68HC04P3 in these applications controls the extra features and facilities of an all elec
tronic telephone. HCMOS allows all of the extra features to be powered from the telephone line, and the 
124 bytes of static RAM prOVide suffiCient storage for about 10 telephone numbers either with battery 
back-up or by drawing a few microamps from the line in the on-hook condition. 
In the example shown In Figure 6-5, the MC 68HC04P3 interfaces with the MC 34010 Electronic Tele
phone Chip (ETC) via six PinS Keyboard da,ta is input to the MC 34010 DTMF Dialler circuit and output to 
the MCU serially on I/O, clocked by CL. DD determines the data direction. Hence numbers can be stored 
in the MCU memory to be subsequently used for automatic dialling, whereby the numbers are trans-
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ferred In the opposite direction. When valid data has been transferred to the ETC, TO enables the DTMF 
generator. The DP output indicates (logic 1) that one and only one key IS depressed thereby signalling the 
MPU that data is available, for instance to initiate a data transfer to the MCU. Sufficient I/O is vacant on 
the 68HC04P3 to provide other facilities such as display interface, extra memory interface for a large rep
ertory. or for interface to a small office workstation. 
The second application shown in Figure 6-6 is a Feature Telephone using TCA 3381 !2f3, which meets the 
transmission requirements for the French PIT neiwork. The TeA 3383 provides the basic transmission 2/4 
wire conversion. TCA 3382 provides loudspeaker drive for a monitor, and also for the Ring tone. In the on
hook condition power is derived from a received ring signal via TCA 3381, and powers up TCA 3382 and 
the MC 68HC04P3. The MCU generates a Ring tone which is amplified by TCA 3382. A variety of tones. or 
even melodies can thus be programmed to replace the old telephone bell. In the off-hook condition, 
pulse dialling is timed by the MC 68HC04, and the received line signal can be monitored on the loud
speaker The gain at the loudspeaker is controlled by the iwo logic "gain" Inputs to the TCA 3382 so that 
the user can set the volume he requires through the MCU keyboard 

6.2.6 Professional Drill Control (Fig. 6.7) 
Electronic motor control offers many advantages over traditional electro-mechanical methods - It gives 
greater stability of motor speed, independence of load and line variations, overload protection, energy 
efficiency, etc. The principle consists of varying the firing angle of a triac in series with a Universal motor 
driven from the AC mains, thereby varying the amount of energy per cycle delivered to the motor. 
In this application the HCMOS MC 68HC04P2 is used as a low cost controller for a drilling machine. Its 
low current consumption, and wide operating voltage range, allow a considerable reduction in both cost 
and size of the power supply (no transformer is needed) compared with HMOS. 
The MCU's primary function is to fire the triac during each half cycle of the mains through one of Its I/O 
lines. 
A phase reference IS provided by the zero crossing detector (ZCD) circuit which gives a short pulse to the 
iRli pin at the beginning of each half cycle, i.e. every 10 ms with 50 Hz mains. The internal timer IS then 
used to determine how soon after each pulse the triac is triggered, and hence the power delivered to the 
motor. The fleXibility of the M6804 timer is particularly useful here. 

'0 
TORQUE SPEED 
IN/em) (RPMI 

Figure 6.7. Professional Drill Control 
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In order to control the motor speed. it is of course necessary to measure it. and this is achieved by a 
tachogenerator on the motor. which outputs a sine wave whose frequency and amplitude increases with 
speed This signal must be amplified. clamped. and fed through a Schmitt trigger to produce a digital 
square wave. It is then input to the MC 68HC04P2. where the motor speed is calculated by counting the 
frequency of incoming pulses. again using the timer function. Software algorithms in the MCU use this 
information to maintain a constant speed. irrespective of any variations in load torque or mains supply. by 
sUitably altering the triac firing angle. 
Speed selection could be achieved using a potentiometer. but this would require an external A/D circuit 
Since visual feedback to the user in this application is provided by an LCD display. it is much simpler and 
cheaper to use two switches connected to I/O lines. as shown. one for increasing motor speed (INC) and 
one for decreasing (DEC). The rate of change is a function of the software. and could be made non-linear 
if required Information for the LCD is transferred from the MCU to the display driver MC 144117 in serial 
form by three lines-Data. Clock. Enable. This information can be either motor speed or torque. selectable 
through an I/O option The torque figure is calculated by an algorithm from the motor speed and triac cur
rent 
A further refinement of this application is triac protection A low value series resistor detects the triac cur
rent. and the current limit circuit compares it with an adjustable reference corresponding to the maximum 
current allowable. If this reference is exceeded the MCU will reduce the firing angle accordingly. 

6.3 SOFTWARE EXAMPLES 

This section contains some example programs illustrating techniques which can be useful in developing 
M6804 software generally. The reader is advised to consult the Motorola Macro Assembler reference 
manual for more details concerning assembly language syntax and assembler directives. 

S.3.1 Initialisation Routine 

The first step in any software program is the initialisation of the MCU. Fig. 68 shows a possible routine 
for the M6804 in which the use of the RESET and INTERRUPT vector is emphasised. Note also the use of 
the MVI instruction. rather than LOA and STA. to load data directly into the appropriate data directIOn 
registers in order to define the I/O states. 
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* * _IkU ................ *t ..................................... _ 

* * INITIALISATION ROUTINE 

* -**-*--**.*-**--******* • 
• This roullnD IlluslratDs an Inilialisation procDdurD for thD 
* MC6SHCe4. ThD rDsDt VDctor JMPs to a JSR Instruction which carrlDs out 
* Initialisation of thD ports, timor, DDRs and clDars all thD RAM 
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Figure 6.B. Example of an Initialisation Routine 
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00024 
00025 
00026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
00030 
00031 
BBB32 
00033 
00034 
00035 
00036 
00037 
00038 
00039 
00040 
00041 
00042 
00043 
00044 
00045 
00046 
00047 
00048 
00049 
00050 

00052A 0C00 

00054A 0C00 8C 02 

00056 
00057 
00058 
00059 
00060 
00061 
00062 
00063 
00064 
00065 
00066 
00067 

00069 

00071A 0C02 B0 00 00 
~0072A 0C05 B0 04 F0 
00073A 0C08 B0 01 01 
00074A 0C0B B0 05 FF 
00075A 0C0E B0 02 0F 
00076A 0CII B0 06 0F 

00078 

00080A 0CI4 B0 81 82 

00082A 0CI7 FB FF 
00083A 0CI9 EI 
000B4A 0CIA A8 
00085A 0CIB AC 
00086A 0CIC EB FC 
00087A 0CIE 18 

00089 

00091A 0CIF B0 09 2F 
00092A 0C22 B0 FE FF 
00093A 0C25 B2 

*************************:****~~~~~****~~~~~~************** 

* * EOUATES 

* 
********************************************************************** 
* 
* 0000 PORTA EOU SIl0 addr""" of PORTA 

ElElElI PORTB EOU $Ill addr""" of PORTS 
0El02 PORTe EOU $02 addr""" of PORTC 
0ElM DDR EOU $04 dolo dlr"cllon r"gl"l"r off""l 
008El ><REG EOU $80 'x - r"g I" l"r addr""" 
0ElBI YREG EOU $81 Y - r"glsl"r addr""" 
0009 TSCR EOU $09 addr""" of TIMER CONTROL/sTATUS REGISTER 
00FD PRESCL EOU SFD addr""" of T! MER PRESCALER 
0ElFE TDR EOU SFE addr""" of TIMER COUNT (DATA) REGISTER 
00FF ACC EClU SFF addr""" of ACCUr1JLATOR 

A 

********************************************************************** 
* * MAIN PROGRAM: D"vlc" I" Inillall""d and lh"n lh" main program 

* I" "x"cul"d 

* 
********************************************************************** 
* * 

ORG $C00 

INIT! JSR INIT2 R"""t vector points h"r". 

* MAIN PROGRAM 
* MAIN PROGRAM 
* MAIN PROGRAM 
* MAIN PROGRAM 
* MAIN PROGRAM 
* 
* *********************** •••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
* * INIT2 : Inilialisation routln" for the MC6BHCe4 

* ********************** .......... u •• u.u**** •••••••••••••••• * •••• _ 

* INITIALISE PORTS. DDRs. TIMER --------------------------------------

A INIT2 MVI PORTA.SIl0 cillar PORTA 
A MVI 
A MVI 
A MVI 
A MVI 
R MVI 

PORTR+DDR.SF0 HI nlbble-oulput.Lo nlbbl,,-Inpul 
PORTS. SIl I PORTS bll e-I 
PORTB+DDR.SFF PORTS all outputs 
PORTC.SIlF s"t oillbits high 
PORTC+DDR.$0F all bits as output 

• CLEAR ALL RRM LOCATIONS --------------------------------------------

A LDXI .sa2 Start address of RAM 

A CLRRM CLRR Clear R 
STR [Xl Clear RAM location 
INX Incremenl RRM local Ion polnl"" 
TXA Lel A - RAM polnl"" 

A SUB ~C Subtracl SFC (Iasl RAM add""ss) 
0CI7 BNE CLRAM Branch unlll all Ram Is cl"a"ed 

• INITIALISE TIMER REGISTERS -----------------------------------------

A 
A 

MVI 
MVI 
RT! 

TSCR.$2F $2F-~00101111 - /128. sla"l lime" 
TDR.SFF load lime" counl ""glste" 

""lurn 10 main p"og"am 
Figure 6.8. (cont.) 
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11111195 
1111096 
1111097 
110098 
all099 
aal00 
aal01 
0a102F'1 aC26 2a 
0a103F'1 aC27 2a 
aal04A aC28 20 
aal0SF'I aC29 [32 
aa106F'1 aFFC 

aala8 

********* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• * IHTER - Inhlrr-upt rout In .. 

* ****************************** •••• ~ •••• * ••••••• *********** •• ~ •••••• + 

* 
* IHTER HOP 

HOP 
HOP 
RTi 
ORG SFFC 

**************** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

0allaF'l aFFC 9C 26 F'I IHTR JMP IHTER Int .. rrupt vector 

0al12 ********************************** ••• ~ •• ~ •• *'I040I' ••••••• **** .******** 

1111114 ****************************************************************** 
0a116F'1 IIFFE 9C 1111 F'I RESETII JMP IHITl R .. 5 .. t vector 

00118 

Figure 6.8. (cont.) 

3 It 4 Keypad 
• 5V 

To~ To~ To~ 'k 

l'>~ i'o~ i'o~ Keypad 

+5V 'k Panel 

13 ~ "-"'3" 
To~ l'>~ To~ '-;;+;+6 

Vccllss 'k '7tst-; 
PAD ~I t-;"t-;)t-; , t#-- To~ i'o~ l'>~ 

'-'-'-

'5Pf} 2 22 

3 23 'k 

0 24 

ose, 5 25 

6 26 

BMHZ L PA7 ~NC 

OSC2 a-Digit lCD(GE69D3R091 BP' ~ 

NC-2 
2~ 

TIM Slave 

.~. ~ 
+L 

88 AS 87 A71 
BPO 

~MM"U"~~~"""~ 
'NT ? MOS 

13'141~ 3 0 , 2 , 2 3 0 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

.5V 

MC6804P2 
+5V~ 

MC145001 
,pL1!. 

FPl 2 3 0 5 6 7 8 9 , 11 FP12 
+5V Voo FS FSO MC145000 

~ 0' N~ o'N 
,k VSS OSC DOUT OSC OSC 

estert OS ,N OS OUT 'N Voo VSS 

---<>...1...<>-~ Reset 

Hh r 117 '91 23 1 
221 2' 1 '1 N.C PBD 

'3 Data Clock 
TIJtr 

, 470k +5V 
Data In 

2 ~ 
3 ~ 
0 ~ VD~ =-==::::><: 5 ~ Data In >c::===: 
6 ~ 

PCCDPB7 pL DataCIOCkVD~=~ 
LED 1 

"Open" 

Figure 6.9. Keyboard Encoder/LCD Driver Schematic 
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6.3.2. Keyboard Encode Routine 

A common task for control orientated MCUs is to scan and encode a keyboard matrix like the 4 x 3 matrix 
shown in Fig. 6.9. The routine shown in Fig. 6.10 will scan the 12 keys and detect a switch closure. It then 
debounces the switch closure by rechecking it after a small delay. and also checks that multiple keys 
were not depressed simultaneously. If all is well with the switch closure. Its position in the keyboard 
matrix is decoded and the result made available in the accumulator for further processing. 
For low power applications this routine could be used with one of the HCMOS members of the M6804 
family. In this case the keyboard matrix hardware can be arranged so that any switch closure pulls the 
fR(J pin low. causing selection of the interrupt vector. which should point to the keyboard encode routine 
When processing of this. and any consequent routines. is finished. the STOP instruction can then be used 
to power down the MC 68HC04 until the next switch closure occurs. causing it to wake up 

00120 
00121 
00122 
00123 
00124 
00125 
00126 
00127 
00128 
00129 
00130 
00131 
00132 
00133 
00134 
00135 
00136 
00137 
00138 
00139 
00140 
00141 
00142 
00143A 0C50 
I!U!lI44 
00145 
00146A 0C50 8C 57 
00147A 0C52 EC FF 
00148A 0C54 3B 

00150A 0C55 9C AE 

00152A 0C57 B0 00 EF 
00153A 0C5A B0 8F 01 
0e154A 0C5D F8 ee 
ee155A eC5F F9 90 
00156A eC61 ED 0F 
00157A eC63 EC 0F 
ee158A eC65 2C 
00159A 0C66 Be 81 IE 
00160A eC69 8C AF 
e0161A 0C6B F8 90 
eS162A eC6D FC ee 
ee163A eC6F e2 
ee164 
ee165A eC7e 9C 86 
ee166 
ee167A eC72 FE 8F 
e0168A 0C74 E8 04 
88169A 8C?6 FC 8F 
ee17eA eC78 e2 

* 
* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• «****** 

* * KEYPAD SCAH ROUTIHE 

* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ******* 
* 
* * This roullne scans lhe enllre keypad once and relurns ( In ACC ) 
* lhe number of lhe key lhal was hll. If an Invalid/no key was hll. 
* Il relurns wllh ACC-IFF. This roullne uses a negallve keyboard 
* scan. wllh a column being selecled by a e In porla. 
* In porla. blls 0-3 are row Inpuls. blls 4-6 are column oUlpuls. 
* and bll 7 Is nol connecled. 

* --** ......... 4<+ ••••••• __ ••••••••••••• _

* 
* 0e8F COL EDU SBF 

Sge 
keypad column counler 

eege TEI'PA EDU 

* 
* 
* 
* A LP7 

A 
0C5e 

A 

ORG SC50 

JSR SCAH 
CMf' .sFF 
8ED LP7 

JI'P NEXT 

lemporary slorage for accumulalor 

lry lo scan keypad 
Invalid/no key? 
lry again 

execule according lo lhe key hit 

A SCAH 
A 

MVI PORTA.~llle1111 acllvale column 1 

A LP2 
A 
A 
A 

eC72 
A 
A 
A 
A 

eC72 

A * 
* A HOKEY 

A 
A 

eC78 

MVI 
LDA 
STA 
ANOA 
CI'P 
8ED 
LOYI 
JSR 
LOA 
CI'P 
BHE 

JI'P 

INC 
LOA 
CI'P 
BHE 

COL •• 1 
PORTA 
TEI'PA 
.s8F 
.s8F 
HOKEY 
.3e 
OEBHCE 
TEI'PA 
PORTA 
HOKEY 

KEYHIT 

COL 
~ 

COL 
C3 

Inillalize COL COUNTER lo 
check keys In lhls column 
save Inilial reading 
check Inpul pins 
If no key pressed •• 
... continue scan .• 
olherwlse debounce key •• 
.•• for aboul 5e ms 
gel Inilial reading back 
compare wllh currenl reading 
If nol lhe same. Ignore and 
conllnue scan 
olherwlse compule key number 

Inc COL counl 

finished scan? 
If nol. acllvale nexl column and scan 

Figure 6.10. Keyboard Encoder Listing 
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D 

60171 
601721'1 0C79 9C AB 
00173 
00174A 0C7B F8 90 
001751'1 0C7D ED F0 
001761'1 0C7F EA 0F 
001nA 0C81 B5 
001781'1 0C82 F9 00 
001791'1 0C84 9C 5D 
60180 
60181 
00182 
001831'1 0C86 F8 90 
60184A 0C88 B5 
601851'1 0C89 B5 
001861'1 0C8A B5 
601871'1 0C8B B5 
001881'1 0C8C ED F6 
001891'1 0C8E EA 0F 
00196 
001911'1 0C90 B0 BI 09 
06192 
00193 
06194 
06195 
06196 
60197 
00198 
00199 
00200 
00201 
00202 
002031'1 0C93 B5 
00204A 0C94 45 
002051'1 0C95 B8 
002061'1 0C96 B8 
002071'1 0C97 B8 
002081'1 0C98 9C 93 
00209 
00216 
00211 
002121'1 0C9A ED F0 
002131'1 6C9C EC F0 
00214A 6C9E 0C 
002151'1 6C9F AC 
002161'1 6CA0 FA 8F 
002171'1 6CA2 EC 01'1 
002181'1 6CA4 65 
062191'1 0CA5 EC 0B 
002201'1 0CA7 03 
002211'1 6CAB FB FF 
00222 
002231'1 0CAA B3 
00224 
00225 
00226 
002271'1 0CAB E8 FF 
002281'1 0CAD B3 
00229 
ee230A 0CAE B3 
e0231 
00232 
0e233 
e0234 
ee235 
e0236 
e0237 
e0238 

* again 
A JI'f' EXIT! if flnlsh .. d go bacK to main program .. 
A C3 LDA TEI'f'A upp .. r nlbbl .. has pr .. vlous COL activation 
A AHDA ""0 cl .. ar out 10Wllr nlbbl .. b .. for .. rotat .. 
A ADDA .s0F s .. t to rotat .. a I Into upp .. r nlbbl .. 

ROLA act lvatll n .. xt column 
A STA PORTA 
A JI'f' LP2 contlnull scan 

* * COmpUtll KIlY 

* A KEYHIT LDA TEI'f'A g .. t bocK Initial rlladlng 
move up t hll •.• ROLA 

ROLA 
ROLA 
ROLA 

10Wllr n Ibbill .• 
to chllcK .•. 

A AHDA 
which Klly ~s pushlld. 
cl .. or 10Wllr nlbbl .. 

A ADDA s .. t 10Wllr n Ibbl .. to all I's 

A 

0C9A 

A 

* LDXI s .... "xplanatlon billow 

* * B .. caus .. WII can only rotat .. to thll I .. ft, WII have to ch .. cK th .. 
* bottom row, row 4, first. R .. g X will hold a numb .. r which 
* wh .. n add .. d to COL ( thll column count ), will glVII us thll K"y's 
* numb .. r. Rllg X Initially holds 9 b .. causlI It Is th .. last numbllr In 
* row 3. If a K .. y on row 4 ~s hit, th .. n adding COL to rllg X will 
* glVII us thll correct K .. y number. If th .. Key Is not on this row WII' 

* d .. cr .. mllnt X by 3 and ch .. cK th .. 3rd row. This proc .. dur .. continues 
* until WII d .. t .. rmln .. on which row th .. K .. y-stroK .. ~s mad ... Th .. n 
* COL Is add .. d to X and WII haVII our number. 

* LP5 

* 

ROLA 
BCC CHECK2 
DECX 
DECX 
DEC X 
JI'f' LP5 

rotat .. bit Into carry bit 
If row Is found, ch .. cK for on .. K .. y push .. d 
subtract to g .. t to n .. xt hlgh .. r rowan K"ypad 

contlnu .. row ch .. cK 

* Ch .. cK that only on .. K .. y ~s Initially push .. d 

* A CHECK2 AHDA ""0 cl .. ar out 10Wllr nlbbl .. 
A CI'f' ""0 upp .. r nlbbl .. should b .. all I's 

0CAB BHE EXIT! If not th .. n bad KllystroKII 
TXA 

A ADDA COL COmputll Klly numb .. r 
A CI'f' .10 Is it >-le7 

0CAA BLO EXIT2 no. relurn with a-Key number 
A CI'f' .11 Y"S, but Is It thll '0' Klly7 

0CAB BHE EXIT! If not thlln Invalid KIlY 
A CLRA adjust for '0' KIlY 

* EXIT2 RTS 

* * Exit point for Invalid/no KClypad Clntry 

* A EXIT! LDA ""F 
RTS 

* HEXT RTS 

* ___ ~.4OIU~++U~U+U+U++UU++U+U+ I II uuu+u+***_ 
* + DEBHCE - DCllay for a pClrlod of timet ( In thCl mllllsClcond rangCl) 
* as spClclflCld by Y. USII thll prllscalClr rllglstClr as a 
* t Imllr 

* 
**-*-******-~****-******-*--*~** 

Figure 6.10. (cont.) 
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ee239 * 
ee24e * 
ee241A eeAF C7 FD FD eCAF DEBNCE 8RCLR 7.PRESCI.* t..all for a high In bll 7 of pr"seal"r 
ee242A eC82 B9 DECY d"cr"mont on posltlvo "dg" of bll 7 
ee243A eCB3 25 eCB9 8EC! LP9 If flnlsh"d r"turn 
ee244A eC84 CF FD FD eCB4 8RSET 7.PRESCL.* wail for a low In bit 7 
ee245A eCB7 9C AF A JMP DEBNCE 
ee246A eCB9 83 LP9 RTS 
tltl247 * 
ee24B * 

Figure 6.10. (cont.) 

6.3.3 LCD Driver (Serial I/O) Routine 

In this example the M6804 IS used to drive an 8 digit LCD via the MC 145CXXJ and MC 145001, see Fig 
6.9. These are CMOS devices intended for driving liquid crystal displays In a multlplexed-by-four arrange
ment. 
The MC 145001 master driver generates frontplane and backplane waveforms, and IS capable of inde
pendent operation The MC 145001 slave generates only frontplane waveforms, and is synchronised with 
the backplane drive from the master. Data for display is clocked serially Into the driver ICs by the MCU, a 
task made simpler by the bit manipulation Instructions of the M6804. Fig 611 shows the routine listing 

e025e 
ee251 
ee252 
ee253 
e0254 
ee255 
ee256 
ee257 
ee258 
ee259 
ee26e 
ee261 
ee262 
ee263 
ee~64 

ee265 
00266 
00267 
00268 
00269 
0027eA 0026 
60271 
00272 
602?3 
60274A 0026 D7 
66275A 0021 66 
0027SA 0022 E3 
00277A 6023 A7 
00278A 0824 36 
88279A 8825 B5 
68286A 8826 F5 
68281A 8827 87 
88282A 8828 F7 
88283A 8829 37 
88284 
88285 
88286A 882A EI 
88287A 6628 EA 26 
08288A 682D BD 

* 
* __ .***++**+++u+.uuuu"' ..... "' •••• **u .............. u .. ****** 
* * GETLCD - g"t LCD cod" for a charact"r In the ACC. 

* 
**********************--*** ... *********** 
* 
* 
* ---0---
* I I 
* b 
* I 
* ---g---
* I I 
* " c 
* I Idpl 
* ---d---
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

ORG 

A SEVSEG FCB 
A FeB 
A FCB 
A FeB 
A FCB 
A FeB 
A FCB 
A FCB 
A FC8 
A FCB 

* 
* GETLCD STA 

A ADDA 
TAY 

$28 start of data ROM 

dp 
d"gflcba 

XI1618111 0 
,,86608118 1 
X I11P68 II 2 
"le188111 3 0· s"9ment off 
X881161164 1· s"9mont on 
X18118161 5 
X11118161 6 
lII88866111 7 
lII11118111 8 
lII68116111 9 

[XJ saVCI valu" In RAM. BCD valu" Is In ACC 
.sEVSEG affs"t for LCD numoral patt"rn 

Figure 6.11. LCD Driver listing 
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00289A 
00290A 
00291 
00292 
00293 
00294 
00295 
00296 
88297 
88298 
eleI299 
eleI30El 
Elel30 I 
0e1362 
0El363 

062E F0 
062F 80 31 

0e1364A 0031 B0 8D el8 
ee3El5A eEl34 B5 
ee3e6A ee35 64 
0e307A e036 De Ell 
00308A 0038 90 3C 
003El9A 0El3A D8 el 
ElEl3113 
el8311A Elll3C D9 Ell 
ElEl312A El03E DI Ell 
El0313A ElEl40 FF 8D 
El0314A elM2 II 
El0315A el043 B3 
el0316 
El0317 
00318 
06319 
el032e1 
60321 
el0322 
el0323A e044 Bel 81 el8 

6 el0324A el047 FB.FF 
el0325A el049 B5 
00326A 004A FB FF 
00327A 004C 80 31 
00328A 004E B9 
0e329A 004F IC 
0e33e1A 0050 B3 
0e331 
00332 
0e333 
00334 
ee335 
0e336 
00337 
ee338 
e0339A 0051 B0 81 08 
e0340A 0054 F0 
e0341A 0055 8e 31 
e0342A 0e57 A9 
e0343A e058 B8 
ee344A 0059 IA 
e0345A 005A B3 
ee346 
eel347 
e0348 
0e349 
eel35e1 

A 

* 

LDA 
JSR 

[YJ 
DSPLY 

gl>t LCD pattl>rn far gl>nl>ratl>d numbl>r 
d Ispl a\l It 

* *****************************-****--*******-
* * DISPLAY ROUTINE - Vispla\l onl> charact"r ( 8 bits) on thl> 
* 8 sl>gml>nt LCD connl>ctl>d to thl> port B. 
* Thl> charactl>r Is Inltlall\l storl>d In ACC. 

* 
********************************************************************* 
* 
* 0e8D DLPCTR ECU saD multl-purposl> loop countl>r 

* A DSPLY MYI DLPCTR,.a Sl>t to sl>nd B bits 
ROTATE ROLA 

ee3A BCS ONE 
0.PORTB 
STRB 
e.PORTB 

rotatl> bits Into carry bit 
bit • I or e? 

A BCLR sl>nd 0 to btt 0 portb 
A JMP 
A ONE BSET sl>nd Into bit 0 portb 

A 
A 
A 

0e34 

A 
A 

A 
A 

004C 

* STRB 

* 

BSET 
BCLR 
DEC 
BHE 
RTS 

LPORTB 
LPORTB 
DLPCTR 
ROTATE 

sl>nd data strobl>, rising I>dgl> 
rl>turn s.trobl> to logic zl>ro 
finlshl>d? 
If not contlnul> sl>ndlng bits to LCD 

*********************************************************~ •••••• ***** 
* * CLEAR - CIl>ar I>ntlrl> LCD 

* ******************************-************************************ 
* CLEAR LDYI .8 51>nd 8 blanK charactl>rs to thl> LCD 

CLRA 
ROLA cll>ar thl> carry bit 
CLRA ACC must bO cll>ar 

LPI JSR DSPLY 
DECY 51>nt 8 blanKs? 
SNE LPI If not contlnul> sl>ndlng 
RTS 

* *****************************************-******************-
* * DSPLY8 - Display a string of 8 characters. Y points ta the beginning 
* of the str Ing 

* *****************************************--************-
* A DSPLYB LDXI .8 display 8 characters 

get start of string 
dl5play a character A 

0054 

LP8 LDA 

* 
* 
* 
* 

JSR 
IHCY 
DECX 
BNE 
RTS 

END 

[ YJ 
DSPLY 

LP8 

move to the next character 
fin Ished? 
If no t, con tI nue send Il1g charac t ers 

TOTAL ERRORS e000e--00ee0 

Figure 6.11. (cont.) 
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6.4 MC68HC04 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Designing with HCMOS devices is, In many respects, very straightforward There are, however, a few 
fundamental POints that should be noted to help produce reliable applications based around the 
MC68HC04 

5.4.1 CUi'fect Termination 

It IS good design practice to terminate all unused pins to Vdd or ground through a resistor, say lOOK 
OHM A floating pin can self-bias around the CMOS switching pOint resulting In the Nand P Channel 
devices being on together, This will substantially increase Idd, and when reading a port configured as an 
Input, will produce unpredictable results from the floating lines, The possibility of exceeding the capabili
ties of the static protection circuitry is also Inevitabily increased for an unterminated pin 

6.4.2 Latch-Up 

This phenomenom is found in all CMOS devices to a lesser or greater extent. A device can « latch-up» 
when the voltage on any pin becomes greater than Vdd (or less than Vss) by more than 0,5V. Under 
these biasing conditions, a parasitic thyristor is formed between Vdd and Vss from the existing structures 
on the silicon, the offending pin acting as its gate, Provided sufficiont gate current is also available, then 
the thyristor will latch on, virtually short circuiting Vdd to Vss, Today'a devices are, of course, being 
designed to increase their immunity to this inherent effect. However, the systems designer should still be 
aware of the potential problem and how best to avoid it. The following guidelines will help, 
A) Adequately decouple the supply lines, An HCMOS Idd waveform consists of very narrow pulses of 
tens of milliamps (corresponding to the clock frequency) and port plus leakage current the rest of the 
time, The power supply should be of low enough impedance to cope with these spikes without Vdd 
dropping by more than O.5V, A 10 microfarad tantalum capacitor (or other high frequency arrangement) 
will often suffice, 
8) Safeguard against high energy transients which may appear on I/O lines, especially if terminated some 
distance away from the MCU in a noisy enviroment. 
C) When powering up and down, ensure that no voltages greater than Vdd are applied to the ports as 
Vdd rises, and that there is no line with so much capacitance on it that it will not track Vdd as it falls, This 
latter point could, for example, be a problem when moving from a Vdd of 5V to a back-up Vdd of 2V, Any 
large capacitor should be clamped to Vdd via a diode, 
D) For inputs connected remotely or to edge connectors, it is recommended that a high value resistor be 
connected in series with the I/O line, Input leakage is very low, so the maximum value will be limited by 
the acceptable port rise time, Edge connector lines should also be treated as floating inputs by connect
ing them to Vdd or ground through a resistor. 

6.4.3 Power Dissipation 

As with all CMOS devices, Idd is proportional to operating frequency and supply voltage However. the 
68HC04 (and CMOS 6805 devices) employs power saving instructions STOP and WAIT STOP reduces 
Idd to leakage levels, however, it should be remembered that this does not take into account any port 
current that may also exist. Since a port will remain in the state it was placed in prior to executing STOP, 
the total current sourced from the ports can easily swamp the STOP Idd, effectively negating any power 
saving advantage, 

6.4.4 I/O drive 

As Vdd drops, Idd also drops - but so does the I/O drive capability as well. For a MOS transistor, lout/ 
Vin (transconductance) is proportional to Vg-Vt. Since Vg IS close to Vdd (or GND for the P-Channel 
device) when the transistor is on, and Vt is relatively constant, then lout will vary with Vdd, This character
istic also tends to increase propagation delays (as internal capacitances take longer to charge and dis-
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charge) and consequently reduces the maximum operating frequency. Designers should take these 
inherent characteristics into consideration when designing around a 5 volt system which must also 
operate successfully at 2 volts. 
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Complementary Devices 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Motorola's product range includes many integrated circuits deSigned to perform specific functions under 
MCU control. In many cases, a member of the M6804 family will make an excellent partner to these 
circuits for a flexible yet cost effective system. 

7.2 MEMORIES 

Device Type 

MCM 144102 

MCM 2801 

MCM 2802 

These memories are designed principally for consumer and automotive 
applications requiring non-volatile storage of relatively small amounts 
of system Information 

Description Features 
Technology 

Package 

256 bit static RAM • 16 x 16 bit organisation CMOS 
deSigned for 1.2V battery • Serial Interface to MCU 8 pin OIL 
back up • Standby mode takes less than 

10~ 
• Directly expandable to 32 words 

256 bit EEPROM • 16 x 16 bit organisation NMOS 
• Serial Interface compatible with 14 pin OIL 

144102 
• 10 year minimum data retention 
• + 25V required for Erase and 

Program 
• + 5V main supply 

1024 bit EEPROM ·32 x 32 bit organisation NMOS 
·3 line Interface to MCU 14 pin OIL 
• + 25V reqUired for Erase and 

Program 
• + 5V main supply 
• Multi-chip systems pOSSible 

up to 16K bits 
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7.3 DISPLAY DRIVERS Motorola offers a range of MCU driven LED and LCD drivers for appli
cations in TV, Hi-Fi, Car Radio, Appliance, Instrumentation, etc. 

Device Type Description Features 
Technology 

Package 

UAA 2022 16 segment LED driver for * 3 line serial data bus input LINEAR 12L 
use with common anode * Direct drive, non multiplexed 24 pin DIL 
LEDs * DC input for brightness control 

* No current limiting resistors 
required 

* Cascadable 

MC 14499 4 digit LED decoder/driver * 3 line serial data bus input CMOS 
for use with common * 4 way multiplexed by internal 18pinDIL 
cathode 7-segment LEDs scanner 

* RC oscillator 
* Cascadable 

MC 144100 32 segment LED driver for * 3 line serial data bus input CMOS 
use with common cathode * Duplex drive from W/OO Hz 24 pin DIL 
LEDs mains 

* Minimal RFI 
* No flicker 
* Cascadable 

MC144115 16 segment LCD driver * 3 line serial data bus input CMOS 
* Direct drive, non multiplexed 24 pin DIL 
* On chip oscillator provides AC 

drive 
* Wide operating voltage 3V-18V 
* Cascadable 

MC 144117 4 digit LCD decoder/driver * 3 line serial data bus input CMOS 
compatible with MC 14499 * Duplex drive 24 pin DIL 

* On chip oscillator 

MC145000 Master/slave LCD drivers * Serial data input externally CMOS 
MC 146001 for use with 7 -segment or clocked 24/18 pin DIL 

dot matrix displays * Master provides front and back-
plane drive for 48 segments 

* Slave provides frontplane drive 
for 44 segments 

* 4 way multiplexed 
* Cascadable slaves 
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7.4 DjA CONVERTERS Motorola offers two DjA converters which will convert serial data from 
an MCU into an analog voltage. 

Device Type Description Features 
Technology 

Package 

MC 144110 Six channel D/A. * 3 nne serial d()t8 bus input Ctv10S 
Each channel consists of a • 6 bit resolution 18 pin OIL 
shift register, latch and • Static R-2R conversion 
DjA converter • 6 emitter follower outputs 

• Wide voltage range 45V-15V 
• Level translators on inputs 
• Data cascade output 

MC 144111 Four channel DjA • 3 line serial data bus input CMOS 
Each channel consists of a • 6 bit resolution 14 pin OIL 
shift register, latch and • Static R-2R conversion 
DjA converter • 4 emitter follower outputs 

• Wide voltage range 4.5V-15V 
• Level translators on inputs 
• Data cascade output 

7.5 REMOTE CONTROL Commands from Motorola's infra red transmitters can, after suitable 
detection, be easily decoded by an MCU for applications In consumer 
and industrial control. 

Device Type Description Features 
Technology 

Package 

Me 14497 PCM infra red transmitter • FSK or biphase AM coding CMOS 
for up to 62 commands • 6 bit data word 18 pin OIL 

• Low current in standby mode 
• Low duty cycle during trans-

mission 
• 5V-lOV supply 
• Uses inexpensive LC or ceramic 

oscillator 

MC 144105 PCM infra red transmitter • Biphase AM coding similar to CMOS 
for up to 512 commands 14497 20 pin OIL 

• 9 bit data word 
• 8 pages of 64 commands 
• Low current in standby mode 
• Low duty cycle 
• 4V-lOV supply 
• Uses inexpensive LC or ceramic 

oscillator 

Me 3373 Infra red amplifier-detector • High gain preamp. BIPOLAR 
• Envelope detector for PCM 8 pin OIL 

demodulation 
• Simple interface to MCU 
• 5V -15V supply 
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7.6 PLL FREQUENCY 
SYNTHESISERS 

Motorola's extensive range of MCU controlled frequency synthesisers 
will find applications in all types of electronic tuning, ego N, Radio, CB, 
Avionics .. 

Device Type Description Features 
Technology 

Package 

MC 145144 General purpose PLL • Divider programming by 4 bit CMOS 
containing reference oscil- data bus 16 pin DIL 
lator, reference divider, • 12 bit reference divider 
frequency divider, phase • 12 bit single modulus divider 
comparators 
25 MHz input capability 

MC 145155 As above plus lock • Divider programming by 4 bit CMOS 
detector data bus 18 pinDIL 

• 12 bit reference divider 
• 14 bit single modulus divider 

MC 145156 As above • Divider programming by 4 bit CMOS 
data bus 20 pin DIL 

• 12 bit reference divider 
• 10{7 bit dual modulus divider 

MC 145151 As above • Divider programming by parallel CMOS 
data bus 28 pin DIL 

• 14 bit reference divider 
• 14 bit single modulus divider 

MC 145152 As above • Divider programming by parallel CMOS 
data bus 28 pin DIL 

• 14 bit reference divider 
• 10/6 bit dual modulus divider 

MC 145155 As above • Divider programming by serial CMOS 
data bus 18pinDIL 

• 16 bit reference divider 
• 14 bit single modulus divider 
• Band switch outputs 

MC 145156 As above • Divider programming by serial CMOS 
data bus 20 pin DIL 

• 14 bit reference divider 
• 10{7 bit dual modulus divider 
• Band switch outputs 

MC 145157 As above • Divider programming by serial CMOS 
data bus 16 pin DIL 

• 14 bit reference divider 
• 14 bit single modulus divider 
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MC 145158 As above • Divider programming by serial CMOS 
data bus 16 pin OIL 

• 14 bit reference divider 
• 10(7 bit dual modulus divider 

Me 145159 As above • Divider programming by senal CMOS 
data bus 20 pin OIL 

"14 bit reference divider 
• 10(7 bit dual modulus divider 
• Sample.and hold phase 

detector 

UAA4800 UHF PLL-Prescaler for 1V • 1 GHz input capability MOSAIC 
and radio • Bypassable + 8 prescaler 18 pin OIL 

• Programmable reference divider 
• 15 bit frequency divider 
• Phase comparator 
• On chip op-amp (30V) 
• Programming via 2 line M-BUS 

7.7 TELECOM CIRCUITS Those telephone circuits are designed for MCU control to give maxi
mum performance and flexibility, 

Device Type Description Features 
Technology 

Package 

MC34010 Telephone chip (DTMF) • All basic Telephone Station BIPOLAR/ 
apparatus in a single I.e. LINEAR 12L 

• Low cost transducers 40 pin OIL 
• Low voltage operation: l.4V 
• MCU interface for add-on 

features 

TCA 3381/2/3 Analogue telephone chip • Transmission circuit to French BIPOLAR/ 
set PIT specifications LINEAR 

• DTMF or Pulse dial inputs 28.22. 
• Optional speaker-phone func- 8 pin OIL 

tion (TCA 3382) 
• Programmable ring signature 

impedance (TCA 3381) 

MC 145422/3/6 Universal Digital Loop • Synchronous Duplex 64 KbitJs CMOS 
Transceivers (UDLT) Voice/Data channel. plus two 20/22 pin OIL 

8 Kb/s Signalling Data channels 
over telephone wire pair 

• Protocol independent 

MC 145429 Digital Telephone Set • Interface between Codec/filter CMOS 
Audio Interface and telephone handset in MCU 18 pin OIL 

controlled Digital Telephone 
using UDL T MC 145422/3/6 
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Quality 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 
MOTOROLA has a long standing reputation for manufacturing products of excellent OUALITY AND RELI
ABILITY since the introduction of the first car radio In 1928 
This has helped MOTOROLA to become one of the largest corporations exclusively devoted to electron
ics. Today, the company with sales revenues in 1982 of $ 3.8 billion and over 78,(XX) employees world
wide, consists of five separate and independent operations. 

• Communications Sector 
• Semiconductor Products Sector 
• Information Systems Group 
• Automotive & Industrial Electronics Group 
• Government Electronics Group 

The Semiconductor Products Sector is headquartered In Phoenix Arizona (USA) and it has manufacturing 
facilities throughout the world with a strong presence in Europe 
This section is intended to demonstrate the QUALITY AND RELIABILITY aspects of the semic':Jnductor 
products supplied by MOTOROLA's European Facilities in. 

• Toulouse, France 
• East Kilbride, Scotland 
• Munich, West Germany 

8.2 MOTOROLA'S QUALITY PHILOSOPHY 
MOTOROLA has always been dedicated to manufacture products which consistently meet and exceed 
our customers requirements 

We define quality as customer satisfaction 

MOTOROLA's objective is now to achieve a zero defect level which is Intended to minimise our custom
ers quality costs. 
During the last few years, MOTOROLA has continued to provide the resources necessary to support and 

encourage a wide range of Quality Improvement programs which consist of' Il' . 
1. Develop quality consciousness 
2 Revise and tighten design rules 
3. Install vendor improvement programs 
4. Improve process technology and equipment 
5. Customer feedback programs 
6. Reinforcement of inspection and analysis resources 
7. Correlation programs 

MOTOROLA's philosophy and culture regarding Quality IS designed to ensure that every single person 
involved in the manufacture of semiconductors is completely aware of hiS or her responsibility for the 
Quality of the products they are producing. Every MOTOROLA employee is in reality a member of the 
Reliability and Quality Assurance department This attitude is impressed upon each employee through 
training when they initially take up employment with MOTOROLA. 
The Reliability and Quality Assurance departments are integral parts of the manufacturing activities. Their 
charter is to continuously measure and report on the status of the Quality and Reliability performance of 
all products whilst actively supporting and coordinating Quality improvement activities. 
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8.3 QUALITY IN MANUFACTURING 
8.3.1 Quality in Design 

MOTOROLA's quality activity starts at the product design stage. It is our philosophy to "design in" relia
bility At all development points of any new design reliability orientated guidelines are continuously used 
to ensure that a thoroughly reliable part is ultimately produced. This is demonstrated by the excellent in
house reliability testing results obtained for all MOTOROLA's semiconductor products and, more import
antly, by our numerous customers. 

8.3.2 Material Incoming Controls 

Each vendor is supplied with a copy of the MOTOR
OLA Procurement Specification which must be 
agreed in detail between both parties before any 
purchasing agreement is made. This is followed by a 
vendor appraisal report whereby each vendor's 
manufacturing facility is visited by MOTOROLA 
Quality Engineers responsible for ensuring that the 
vendor has a well organized and adequately con
trolled manufacturing process capable of supplying 
the high quality material required to meet the 
MOTOROLA Incoming Inspection Specification 
Large Investments have and are continuously being 
made and Quality Improvement programs devel
oped with our main suppliers concerning: 
Masks - Silicon - Piece-parts - Chemical pro
ducts -Industrial gas, etc. 
Each batch of material delivered to MOTOROLA is 
quarantined at Goods-in until the Incoming Quality 
Organization has subjected adequate samples to the 
incoming detailed inspection specification In the 
case of masks this will include mask inspection for: 
1. Defect Density 
2. Intermask Alignment 
3. Mask Revision 
4. Device to Device Alignment 
5. MaskType 

Silicon will undergo the following inspections: 
1. Type "N" or "P" 
2. Resistivity 
3. Resistivity Gradient 
4. Defects 
5. Physical Dimensions 
6. Dislocation Density 
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Figure 8.1. New Product Design Flow 



8.3.3 Wafer Fabrication 

All processing stages of MOTOROLA products are subjected to demanding manufacturing and quality 
control standards. 
The MOS Wafer Fabrication flow chart in Figure 8.2 highlights the various In-process control POints 
audited by both Manufacturing and Quality people The majority of these Inspections are control audit 
points with inspection gates at critical points of the process thiS is In line with MOTOROLA's policy of a!! 
personnel being responsible for quality at each maunfacturing stage 
Diffusion and ion Implantation processing is subject to oXide thickness controls and penetration evalua
tions. Controls are also performed on resistivity and defect density. Diffusion furnaces, metallization and 
passivation equipment are subjected to daily qualification requirements by uSing C-V plotting techniques 
C-V techniques are used also to ensure ongoing stability as they do provide a very sensitive measure
ment of ionic species concentration 
In addition many other specifiC controls are used as a means to ensure built-In reliability and provide sta
tistical trend data, which include' 

• Environment monitoring for humidity, temperature and particles 
• Deionozed water resistivity, particles and bacteria checks in water 
• Epitaxial material' resistivity - thickness - crystal defects 
• Oxide. thickness - charges - pinhole density 
• Metallization. thickness adherence - metal composition - ohmic contacts 
• Doping profiles 
• Pre and post etch inspections 
• In process SEM analysIs for step coverage metallization - grain size - phosphorous concentration 
• Passivation integrity checks 
• Calibration. 
• Final visual inspection gate. 

After all processing stages are completed, every wafer lot IS subjected to a detailed electrical parameter 
check. Parameters such as threshold voltage, junction breakdown voltages, resistivity, field Inversion vol
tages, etc. are measured and each batch is sentenced accordingly. The data generated at this point is 
treated statistically as a control on the distribution of each key electrical parameter thus allowing correc
tive action adjustments to be Implemented in a timely manner 
Every wafer lot is submitted to an electrical probe test dUring which every individual die IS tested to ItS 
electrical specification Chips which fail are individually Inked 

8.3.4 Assembly 
MOTOROLA continuously makes major Investments In specialized assembly areas located In Malaysia, 
the Philippines and Korea. These assembly plants employ the latest technologies available to ensure that 
all MOTOROLA semiconductors are produced to the highest standards of Quality and Reliability In addi
tion, each European wafer fabrication facility has In-house assembly capability which allows some pro
duction, specific engineering activity and qualification of European piece-parts suppliers 
Identical Quality and Reliability philosophies are practised in the assembly areas as Within the wafer fabri
cation facilities. Quality Assurance Audits for immediate corrective actions are performed after major pro
cess steps as demonstrated in the fIDw-chart. In addition, screening options are available The statistical 
data obtained from quality audits are reported to the appropriate European business centers either daily, 
weekly or monthly for review. 
MOTOROLA is particularly aware of the major impact moisture can have on the reliability performance of 
either plastic or ceramic parts. With this in mind several major new innovations have been introduced to 
safeguard MOTOROLA products and thus enhance their overall reliability performance, these include. 

• Faraday shield vacuum packed wafer shipping system 
• Temperature and humidity controlled wafer inventory stores 
• Inert atmosphere for metal can packages encapsulation 
• New design lead frames (plastic assembly) 
• New molding compounds 
• Low moisture content glass 
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Figure 8.2. MOS Wafer Fabrication Flowchart 
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• Moisture content audit procedures 
• Super dry piece-part controls. 

8.3.5 Final Testing 
Each of MOTOROLA's European facilities has a complete Final Test capability for all of the products fabri
cared and assembled. The majority of products after assembly are tested and QA released at the Euro
pean facility responsible for that product. Some product is tested in the offshore assembly site; however, 
this is always returned to the European facility for QA release prior to final shipment to customer. 
Final Test is a comprehensive series of D.c.. functional and speed orientated electrical tests as well as 
adapted forced tests. These tests are normally more stringent than data sheet requirements and are 
finally sampled by Outgoing Quality Assurance. 
In practise, the test flow philosophies vary according to product. For instance, in Toulouse most of the 
Discrete devices are double tested as part of a zero defect quality improvement program. As well, many 
Integrated Circuits are tested at various temperatures. There are also many burn-in options available. 



IJ 

8.3.6 Outgoing Quality 

Although test procedures may vary from product to product within MOTOROLA the same philosophy 
applies when considering quality objectives MOTOROLA's mission is to be a Quality and Reliability 
leader In Europe 
Our customers measure us by the level of defects in the products we supply at incoming inspection, dur
Ing assembly and, most important, field reliability 
DUring the past years, MOTOROLA in Europe has achieved Impressive reductions in defect rates known 
as AOQ or Average Outgoing Quality Instrumental in this success has been the planned continuous 
reduction In outgoing AQL to a pOint where MOTOROLA in Europe believes that over all products it can 
demonstrate the most aggressive AQL's in the industry 
This aggressive program has been deSigned to help eliminate expensive Incoming inspection at our cus
tomers 
All of the European facilities also practise an extremely demanding parts per million program (PPM) 
The PPM performance of all MOTOROLA products is calculated In each location using the same method; 
they are, therefore, directly comparable. MOTOROLA IS well aware that when diSCUSSing PPM with eXist
Ing or potential customers, It IS of paramount Importance to explain exactly which failure categories are 
Included In the stated PPM figure. MOTOROLA's PPM figures will Include . 

• Electrical Inoperative failures 
• Electrical Parametric failures (D.C. and Ac.) 
• Visual and Mechanical criteria. 

In many published cases, stated PPM vajues refer to Electrical Inoperative failures only 
At MOTOROLA, the Electrical Inoperative, the Electrical Parametric and the Visual Mechanical failure 
rates are calculated separately and then combined to reach an overall total. In this way MOTOROLA 
believes that it IS giving ItS customers a true and accurate assessment of the quality of the product Unqu
alified PPM statements can be misleading and cause the customer to expect quality levels which cannot 
be achieved For example, MOTOROLA CMOS AO 0 IS quoted at 1250 PPM overall Electrical parame
ters and Including Visual! Mechanical categories. However. the function failure level IS less than 200 PPM 
Other product families such as Small Signal PlastiC TranSistors are already reaching 50 PPM In Electrical 
Inoperative failure rate 
Throughout the semiconductor Industry there have been, and there stili are, examples of manufacturers 
offering higher quality standards at a premium, This IS not a MOTOROLA strategy, we believe that our 
customers should expect high quality products at no extra cost ThiS IS MOTOROLA's aim and we will 
continue to aggressively pursue Quality and Reliability Improvements which Will be passed on to our cus
tomers as an obligation on our part 
Also, we actively encourage our customers to provide their quality results at their Incoming Inspection, 
dUring their manufactUring process and from the field in order to better correlate and further improve our 
quality performance 

8.4 RELIABILITY TESTS: DEFINITION, PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES 

These definitions are Intended to give the reader a brief understanding of the tests currently used at 
MOTOROLA for reliability checking They also state which main failure mechanisms are accelerated by 
the test 

High Temperature Storage life 

An environmental test where only temperature IS the stress Temperature and test duration must be spec
Ified, usually temperature IS the maximum storage temperature of the devices under test Main failure 
mechanisms are metallization, bulk silicon, corrosion 

High Temperature Reverse Bias (HTRB) 

An environmental stress combined With an electrical stress whereby deVices are subjected to an elevated 
temperature and Simultaneously reverse biased. To be effective voltage must be applied to the deVices 
until they reach room temperature at the completion of the test Temperature, lime and voltage levels 
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must be specified Accelerated failure mechanisms are Inversion, channeling, surface contamination. 
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High Humidity, High Temperature Reverse Bias (H3 TRB) 

A combined enVironmental/electncal stress whereby devices are subjected to an elevated ambient tem
perature and high humidity, simultaneously reverse biased for a penod of time. Normally performed on a 
sample basIs (qualificatIOn) on non-hermetic devices. The most common conditions are 85°C and 85% 
relative humidity. More extreme conditions generally are very destructive to the chambers used. Time, 
temperature, humidity and voltage must be specified This accelerated test mainly detects corrosion risks. 

Steady State Operating Life 

An electncal stress whereby devices are forward (reverse for zeners) biased at full rated power for pro
longed duration. Test IS normally 25° C ambient and power is 100% of full rated. (For power devices and 
I/C's maximum operating TJ IS used.) Duration, power and ambient. if other than 25°C, must be specified 
Accelerated failure mechanisms mainly are metallization, bulk silicon, oXide, Inversion and channeling 

Dynamic Operating Life 
An electncal stress whereby devices are alternately subjected to forward bias at full rated power or cur
rent and reverse bias 
Duration, power, duty cycle, reverse voltage ambient and frequency must be specified. Used normally for 
rectifiers and silicon controlled rectifiers Failure mechanisms are essentially the same as steady state 
operating life 

Intermittent Operating Life (Power Cycling) 
An electncal stress whereby devices are turned on and off for a period of time. Dunng the "on" time the 
devices are turned on at a power such that the Junction temperature reaches its maximum rating. During 
"off" cycle the devices return to 25° C ambient Duration, power or duty cycle must be individually specI
fied. Accelerated failures mechanisms mainly are die bonds, wire bond, metallization, bulk silicon, oxide. 

Thermal Shock (Temperature Cycling) 
An environmental stress whereby devices are alternately subjected to a low and high temperature with or 
without a dwell time in between to stabilize the devices to 25° C ambient - the medium is usually air. 
Temperatures, dwell times and cycles must be specified Failure mechanisms are essentially die bonds, 
wire bonds, package. 

Thermal Shock (Glass Strain) 

An environmental stress whereby the devices are subjected to a low temperature, stabilized and imme
diately transferred to a high temperature, The medium is usually liquid. Failures mechanisms essentially 
are the same as temperature cycling. 

Mechanical Shock 
A mechanical stress whereby the devices arE' subjected to high impact forces normally In two or more of 
the six orientations Xl, Yl, Zl, X2, Y2, Z2. Tests are to verify the physical integrity of the devices G forces, 
pulse duration and number of shocks and axes must be specified 

Vibration Variable Frequency 

Same as Vibration Fatigue except that frequency is logarithmically varied from 100 Hz to 1 kHz and back, 
Number of cycles is normally four. Cycle time, amplitude and total duration must be specified, Failure 
mechanisms are mainly package, wire bond - this test is not applicable to molded devices. 
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The reliability approach at MOTOROlA Semiconductors is based on designing-in reliability rather than 
testing for reliability only This concept is reflected by MOTOROLA's mandatory procedures which require 
product. process and packaging qualification on three independently produced lots before any product is 
released to volume production Reliability engineering approval supported by an officially documented 
report is required before any product is released to manufacturing. Tests at both maximum rated and 
accelerated stress levels are performed Acceleration is Important to determine how and at what stress 
level a new desigrl, product process or package would iali. ThiS Iniormatlon provides an Indication of 
what design changes can be implemented to ensure a wider and safer margin between the maximum 
rated stress condition and the devices stress limitation. 
As well as qualifying all new products, processes and piece-parts, each MOTOROLA manufacturing facil
ity operates an ongoing reliability monitor which covers all process and packaging options. This program 
provides a continuous up-to-date data base which is summarized in periodical reports. 
Reliability statistics supporting all MOTOROLA Semiconductor devices can be obtained from any of the 
MOTOROLA Sales Offices upon request The present operating life test results demonstrates MOTOR
OLA's reputation for producing semiconductors with reliability second to none. 
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HandIng Precautions 

The following precautions should be taken with all HCMOS devices. 

1. All lC's should be stored or transported in materials that are antistatic. DeVices must not be inserted 
into conventional plastic "snow" styrofoam or plastic trays, but should be left in their original con
tainer until ready for use. 

2. lC's should be placed on a grounded bench surface and operators should ground themselves prior to 
handling devices. Since a worker can be statically charged with respect to the bench surface, wrist 
straps in contact with skin are strongly recommended. See Figure 9-1. 

3. Nylon or other static generating materials should not come in contact with lC's. 

4. If automatic handling is being used, high levels of static electricity may be generated by the move
ment of devices or boards. Avoid this by grounding suspect area and/or by the use of ionized air 
blowers. 

5. Cold chambers using CO2 for cooling should be equipped with baffles, and devices must be con
tained on or in conductive material. 

6. When lead-straightening or hand-soldering is necessary, provide ground straps for the apparatus 
used and be sure that soldering ties are grounded. 

7. The following steps should be observed during wave solder operations. 
a) The solder pot and conductive conveyor system of the wave soldering machine must be grounded 

to an earth ground. 
b) The loading and unloading work benches should have conductive tops which are grounded to an 

earth ground. 
c) Operators must comply with precautions previously explained. 
d) Completed assemblies should be placed in antistatic containers prior to being moved to sub

sequent stations. 

8. The following should be observed during board cleaning operation. 
a) Vapor degreasers and baskets must be grounded to an earth ground. Operators must likewise be 

grounded. 
b) Brush or spray cleaning shoulq not be used. 
c) Assemblies should be placed into the vapour degreaser immediately upon removal from the 

antistatic container. 
d) Cleaned assemblies should be placed in antistatic container immediately after removal from the 

cleaning basket D' 
e) High velocity air movement or application of solvents and coatings should be employed only • 

when module circuits are grounded and a static eliminator is directed at the module. 

9. The use of static direction meters for line surveillance is highly recommended. 

10. All low impedence equipment (pulse generators, etc.) should be connected to inputs only after the 
device is powered up. Similarly, this type of equipment should be disconnected before power is 
turned off. 

11. A circuit board containing devices is merely an extension of the device and the same handling pre
cautions apply. Contacting edge connectors wired directly to inputs can cause damage. Plastic wrap
ping should be avoided. When external connections to a PC board address only an input of an inte
grated circuit. it is recommended that a resistance of 10K or greater be used in series with the input 
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This resistor will limit accidental damage if4tle PC board is removed and brought into contact with 
static generating materials. 

12. Do not insert or remove devices from test sockets with power applied. Check all power supplies to 
be used for testing devices to be certain there are no voltage transients present. 

13. Double check test equipment setup for proper polarity of voltage before conducting parametric or 
functional testing. 

14. Do not exceed the maximum electrical voltage ratings specified by the data sheet. 

15. All unused device inputs should be connected to Vce or VEE. 

RESISTOR 
NOTES: 1/16 inch conductive sheet Ctock covering bench top work area. 

Ground Strap. 

J Wrist Strap in cont.ct with skin. 
a Static neutralizer. (Ionized air blower directed at work), Prtmafily for use in area, where 

direct grounding is tmprKtical. 

Figure 9.1. Typical Manufacturing Work Station 
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